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Library openings:
Morris Library fills three
positions, six more to go.
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Farming:
1-FARRM budget increased
because of excellent
performance.
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Recruitment
efforts closely

Faculty Senate battles pay policy
Senate questions protocol
for faculty returning from
administrative· roles

monitored.
University officials look
to consulting firm
for enrollment increases

C:HIUSTIAH HALE
l:.•a.lLV EOVPTIA.N

.JEHHIF'ER WIG
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Two hundred twenty-nine more srudents may
go unnoticed in lccrure halls, the Srudent Cen:er
and bars, but the Srudent Affairs department i~
keeping a close watch. .
Larry Dietz, vice chancellor for Srudent Affairs,
said this year's enrollment increase seems small
considering there are more than 22,000 srudents
attending SIUC, but because each srudent pays
S3,600 in fees, the money adds up.
"It's significant for us because of the budget,"
Dietz s.iid. "Had we been down, that would've been
S720,000 out of our budge•. Eighty percent of our
bndget is people. It's a real pr:ictical issue."
Dietz attributed the raise to recent recruitment
initiatives, but explained that :!forts by the NoelLe,.itz firm have not taken effect yet.
"It's a reflection of extra effort," he said. "H:ive
we achieved our goal.in that area? No. \Ve'rc hc2.ded in the right direction.ft
·
·
Noel-Levitz, a consulting firm, was hired in
i\fay to examine the University's weak points and
create plans for recruitment and retention. Its contr:tct ends in November. The firm's officials will
perform nm more campus visits before that time.
Dietz and interim Chancellor John Jack:;on
expect to see sih'Tlificant results in the 2001 enrollment numbers. Dietz said he would evenrually like
to sec C:1mpus numbers increase to 25,000. He
would like to see both n:tention and over:t!l enroll·
mcnt incn:ase one percent each year.
Meanwhile, Srudent Affairs has attempted to
improve recruitment by including .the increase of
learning communities such as Saluki Block
Advantage, which allows srudents of the same .
major to li\1: in the same areas or on the same floor
of a building.
Srudent Affairs is also examining the top-25
"killer courses," which have the highest rate of Ds
and Fs and withdrawals. Dietz explained that if a
student is discouraged with one class, it can. affect
his/her oudook on the institution. To prevent this
problem, more teaching assistants will be added,
especially within the math department
Srudent Affairs has reconfigured some old positions to create a mon: efficient group of eight

A reccmmendation on behalfof the Faculty
Senate is designed to keep faculty from picking
up the tab for other faculty members' returning
from administrative position5.
The Faculty Senate · passed a resolution
Tuesday arguing \vith the fact that "no apparent guidelines exist with regard to budgetary
considerations," said Bruce D=tier, a profes•
sor of civil engineering and chair of the senate
budget committee.
If a faculty member making around
S60,000 as faculty moves to an administration
position and returns to a facult; position, his or
her salary could be in six-figures, according to
Mary Lamb, professor of English and

faculty senator.
"This could cause continual loss for the faculty line to pick ·up. the salaries of forrner
administrators m~ng back to faculty," Lamb
said.
Although the employee handbook addresoes these concerns,_ the emphasis is upon the
individual emplo)'Ce and his or her rights,
according to D=tier. ·
. "What we are requesting in the re.solution is
that the administration develop a policy that
would allow both administrators and perwnnel
to have. a better idea of what to expect when
[issues] from these moves arise," Dev.mtier
said
The intention of the reso:ution is to not
restrict what the policy should be with regard
to salaries or budget line items.
Richard Rivers, vice president of the
Faculty Senate, expressed concern for the effect
this policy could have JO departments.
Rivers, also an . associate dean for the
College of Business, cited as an example a
department that lost a particular specialist after

he or she i'loved to the adminhtration. He further theorized that there would be no money to
hire another specialist because the money
would go to the administrative position, a vie,.v
disputed by the administration.
"Money doesn't usually go to the administration," said John Jackson, SIUC interim
chancellor, replying to River's questions. "The
administration usually has th• position and it is
funded temporarily by the ad1ninistration."
Jackson said the money stays at the faculty
le,.'C! and the dean and the chair decide what to
do with that money.
"I wouldn't say it's never happened, but
ordinarily it doesn't happen the way [Rivers]
described," Jackson said.
Lamb said one of the concerns of the committee was salary.
"When an administrator moves to a faculty
position, it is often at much higher salary than
faculty, in rank and discipline, receives,w said
Lamb.
She said the question then becomes a matter of who will pick up the cost.

KILLIN' TIME: Paul Etherton, left, and Donald Myers chat while waiting outside astore in Alto Pass Tuesday afternoon. The

two men were waiting for the school bus to arrive and drop off family members.
SEE RECRUITMENT, PAGE
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Campus skateboarP, enthusiasts roll toward their goal
C:ODZLI. RoDRIGUIEZ
DAILY EGYPTIAN .

Craig Johlfs has about four weeks left of
dodging campus police until · he can finally
skateboard legally.
Johlfs, a junior from Macomb, is eagerly
awaiting construction of a skateboard park
behind the Lesar Law Building. The park, constructed by the Recreation Center, is expected to
be completed within four to six weeks.
So far, the courts were covered with a 5>11thetic material, called Street Ice, made specifi•
ca!ly for skateboards and roller blades. The
material is a paint ahd sand mixrurc which pro-.
vides a smoother, harder surface for skating. This ·1
same material was used to 1:5urface the tennis \
courts and the roller hockey nnk on Wall Street. \
"Thf surface is excellent," said Johlfs, ':

Construction of skateboarding park nears completion, ·
· rails and pipes to be added soon
founder of the Divisi~n of Skateboard
Enthusiasts, a Registered Student Organization.
"It's perfect for skateboarding."
\Vhile the courts are now bare, rails and half
pipes will be added to provide skaters with more
of a challenges. There will be.a total of seven
ramps and two rails in the park.
"It's .going to provide a lot· of; skateboard
enthusiasts on campus a good facility and some
opportunities," said Bill Mcl\-1inn, director of
the Recreation Center.
Brian Lukes, assistant director in charge of
facilities ~t the Recreation Center, W0?'5 with
the Physical Plan~ ar,d the skateboardmg students who are interested in the park. Lukes tis·

tens to students' opinions and asks them to provide input on the park's layout
Lukes and students in the skateboarding
club arc cum:ndy working on the park's blueprints and are trying to figure out where to place
the different ramps, rails and other challenges.
But while the creation of a legal place to
skateboard on campus is welcomed by many,
some skaters still have a fc:w problems. Johlfs
originally wanted a 12,000 square-foot area.
However, McMinn said the park will be limited
to 6,000 square feet It will also share space with
the basketball and volleyball courts.
Johlfs was pleased to get the park, yet he
remains disappointed that it will be shared with

the other courts. When not using the area, the
skaters will have to move the ramps to the side
so people can play basketball and volleyball.
And although the park is not cxactlywhat he
wanted, Johlfs said it will be a relief to finally
have a place where he and others can skate without worrying about being kicked out by campus
police.
According to the SIUC parking rules and
regulations, it is illegal to skateboard in areas
that state 'Walk Bikes.' Faner Hall is a popular
skateboarding location, though campus police
have issued citations for illegally skateboarding
there in the past.
For Johlfs, the new facility is still a blessing,
even though it is not c:xacdy what he envisioned.
"Even though the park isn't what I thought it
would be, I think it's going to be a great opporrunity," Johlfs said.
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• Roller Hockey registration, today
and SepL 14, 9 a.m. to S p.m. Faner
Breezeway, S25 for admission.

• University Museum Art in the Garden
"Loose Gravel" Boo.nie Woogie Blues,
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• Alpha Kappa Psi informational
meeting for Business majors and
minors. 4 p.m. Kaskaskia Room,
Todd 351-1959.
• Public Relations Student Society
of America mel'ting. every Wed .. 4:30
p.m~ cambria Room Student Center,
lim 453-1898.
• Healing Towards Wholeness Support
Groue for women who have
exp~nenced sexual assault or abuse,
every Wed~ 4:30 to 6 p.m., 453-3655.
• Zoology Club meeting, 5 p.m., Life
Science 11 Room 367, Suma 549-0239.
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organization meeting, every thurs.,
7 p.m7 Thebes Room Student Center,
Tammi 529-8996.

w~t~~ ~~~~°Jb~;i~~~v:i,
Nicole 549-1509.

A~~Jri~o~~~~ ~::e'!1J;~~Jfr;~ith

TODAY

• Llbr.,ry Affairs Weber 2.0 Overview,
10 to 11 a.m.. Morris Library IS,
undergrad desk 453-2818.

TAMEKA DELL

13, 2000 •
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• Library Affairs finding books using
Ulinet Online, 10 to 11 a.m.; Monis
Library 103D, undergrad desk
453·2818.

EJitor•in•Chicf:

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

• College Republican meeting. 5:30
p.m., M1ssiss1ppi Room Student Center,
Beth 529-2674.

Ji1'~~~ ~%: ~~lta~e~g~~~:ry

453-7200.

.t'u'J';aP;J~~gg~ Student

~f~~\~t'!'J~~n:~sA~~~l~~r~ ~~~~i~~~
meeting, 7 p.m .. carbondale Newman
Center, 5irea 549-9941.
~;~J~o"o~j:;:~!i:;~ ~~~.."~YiJe~~al
Center, Karen 529-8233.

UPCOMING
• Amnesty International letter writing

~~~~~rtfutn~!; ~u~~-

~~J.f~1. Law

• International Wives Friendship
Croup meeting with soda! and
educational activities, Sept 14,
-J~.iversity Baptis~ Church,
5

~~::i Ws~

---

~bv%iii~~i~~f;~ak
on •stewardship", SepL 14, 7:30 p.m.
Unitarian Fellowship.

• Sailing Club meeting, eve:le lhurs.,
8 p.m. Activity Room A Stu ent Center,
Kns 7900.

Af~~~~~~pb~~l~!f~~ery
~eni;Z

;:~:r:r

UNIVERSITY

• Michael E. Dunk, 19, of carbondale was
arrested and charged with possession of drug
paraphemaria and less than 30 irams of
c,mnabis at 12:17 p.m. Sunday in Wright Ill
Dunk was released alter posting a SIOO cash ..
bond.

• Ubrary Affairs PowerPoint, Sept 15,
10 to 11 :30 a.m.. Morris Library 103D,
und~rgrad desk 45~·2818.

• Main Street Plgout needs volunteers,
Sept 15, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.. Sept 16,
noon to 11 p.m.. SepL 17, 9 a.m.
to noon, Downtown Carbondale,
529-8040.

• Eva K. Pilch, 19 of carbondale was arrested
and charged~ possession of drug p_araehernalia at ID:29 P.,rrL Monday in Felts Hall Pilch
posted a SlOO bond and was released.

• International Coffee Hour informal
socializing, SepL 15, 3 to 4:30 p.m..
Interfaith Center, Beth 453-5774.

• A 24-year-old niale on a bicyc!e and a 23b';ar-old female driving a car colr.ded at

• Spanish Table meeting, every Fri..
4 to 6 p.m.. Cafe Melange.

bi~l:
were issued.

r~r:sedn~~~ ~~~~~sr:1W!ns

• University Museum reception for Joel
Feldman and Cheonae Kim, Sept IS,
6 to 8 p.m.. University Museum Faner
Hall, Bob 453-5388.

CARBONDALE
armed robbery was reported in the 600
block of Park Street Monday. A Yellow cab taxi .
was summoned to an address in the 600 •
block of Park Street to take a rider to Wal-MarL
Upon arrival at the scene, the taxi was
approached l,y two males who pointed handguns at the victim and took his money and his
mo-way radio. the victim was not injured. and
police are continuing to investigate.
. ·:. ,
• An

• Department of Philosophy
• Southernmost Illinois Tourism
c~~~~~~~~~ i~;~~~~~1Je~l~~ti~edia _ Bureau Farmers Market, every Sat,
pAre Confederate Monuments Racist7", · 7 a.m. to noon, Vienna Community
Park, 658-7304. : ·
·
Sepl 14, 4 p.m. Lawson 121, Chris
453-7432..
• Southern llllnuls St.amp dub ne'?ds
• Divorce/Relatlonshie Ending
volunteers for exhibit, Sept 16,
.
Support Croup saeemng for new
8 to 10 a.m.. Sept: 17; 4 to 6 p.m..
members, every thurs., 4:30 to 6 p.m..
University Mal~ Vera 453-1554.
453-3655.
..
.
• Southern lllln~- '-~an Alllance
• Student Programming Council
Psychic Fair, !ieP.t ·r.. t l a.m. to· 6 p.m..
homecoming meeting. every lhurs.,
Douglass School Alt r-::~. S2 for.
5 p.m.. Student Center, 536-3393.
admission, Tara 529-5029.
·
• Universi~ Cl;rlstian Ministries
• Museum Student Group meeting,
Stpt 16, 2 to 4 p.m.. University
t;~~e~e~~g~\U1~a1.
Museum Archives, Jason 453•7318.
• Black~ In Communication Alliance
• AS,I\F is sponsoring a Japanese
RSO members meeting. every lhurs.
workshop, Sept 16, 2 to 3:30 p.m..
7 p.m .. Missouri Room Student Center,
Illinois Room Student Center, admission
Enca 457-8197.
for members S2 and all others $3,"
• Cirde K International volunteer
Argus 457-6640.

--THIS DAY IN 1990:

• A bill sponsored by Rep. Glenn Poshard

designating parts ol the Shawnee Natic.nal
Forest as a wilderness area was approved by
a House subcommittee.
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problem~based learning not a problem
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CARBONDALE

Classes in Neckers called
off because of smoke
An overheated electrical coil ended
morning classes a little early Monday in
Neckers Building.
The coil, part of a relay in the elev~tor
system, overheated for an undetermined reason and singed some adjacent insulation.
The resulting smoke set off smoke detectors
and the fire alarm, bringing classes to an
abrupt end at 10:14 a.m.
No one was injured, and the affected elevator was back in service in about 15 minutes.
Brad Dillard, the assistant director of the
Physical Plant, said the relay was a S10 part,
one of thousands in the elevator systems.
"Failure is not uncommon, this one just
happened to be surrounded by insulation,"
Dillard said.
SIUC Police Lt. Todd Sigler said that
while then: was smoke associated with this
incident, there was no actual fin:.

Marion St construction

MIHSOOK PAJtK - 0A1Li' EGYPTIAN

Mary Wright (right), an undecided freshman from Rockford, takes note during a pr~blem-based learning meeting at the 'Ml:tney House
Tuesday afternoon. The problem-based learning program strives to uncover potentia_l solutions to problems that have been assigned.

A portion of Marion Street ,vill be
closed !rum 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. today because
of sewer construction. The construction ,vill
take place from Oak Street to Green Street.
For questions concerning street closures,
call City Engineer Larry Miles at
549-5302, ext. 270.

Students agree that there are altell:18tives to basic core curriculum classes
classes; Students, selected fiom 30 freshmen,

ANDREA PARKER

D.t.n.v EGYPTIAN

-

Sitting· with his five classmates and instructor, all eating carmcl apple suckers, Matt Krcn is
reading, discussing and sharing new ideas, which
is now his learning lifestyle.
Kn:n's_new pi:oblem-bascd learning program
is an alternative to the basic Con: Cunkulum

week and is elated he joined the program.
"This ~ mon: hands-ont Krcn said. MAnd
lems and projects to resolve by together doing . you won't forget the stuff you learned once the
assignment is over like you would if you wen: in
n:s:arch using n:al world techniques.
This problem-based learning program a classroom:
counts for 15 credit hours a semester and lasts
But, Krcn wculd not have ~n a part of
until students' con: curriculum n:quucments an:
complete.
·
SEE LEARNING, PAGE 9
Krcn, a freshman fiomJoliet, is in his fourth

wen: put in groups.and assigned questions, prob-

Library Affairs~W()rks to fill-vacancies
Three positiops filled \Vith six more openings to go
ANDREA DoNALDSDN

allow them to fill: He then wrote a
staffing proposal, which •_included
opening the six new positions. Five
Mo~s Library has began · of the six new positions an::cntry
advertising six new positions, lcvcl librarians and one is an assiswhich they plan to fill by Jan. 2, tant administrator.
2001, said interim Dean of Library···
He said most of the faculty and
· Affairs Jim Fox.
staff supported the proposal.
.
When Fox was appointed inter"That's the best we think we
im dean July 1, he was faced with can do with the funding -ive havct
about 11 open faculty positions and Fox said.
·
four open civil service positions.
The library has . two open
Since July, the library has already . administrative positioM, director of
hired three librarians and is close to system services. and associate dean .
_hiring a fourth.
. for technical automation services,
In addition to filling these old that Fox said will not be filled durpositions, Fox has created six new ing his term as interim dean.
positions within the library.- .
Instead, Fox plans to hin: six faculFox said he worked with faculty ty.
.
.
·: .
and staff to sec what vacancies were
"I can hin: two beginning libraropen and ,vhat the budget could ians for the cost of one senior
DAILY EGYPTIAN

administrator," Fox said.
The_ library would have to offer
an administrator at least $70,000,
whereas it can offer $36,000 for the
new librarian positions.
The responsibilities of the
administrative positions have been
·divided be~n amcnt employees. Thyra Russell. associate dean
for. PcrsoMcl and Budget Services,
is now taking responsibility for the
tcchajcal automation services position and Director of Instructional
Support Services Susan Logue has
taken on the duties of the director
of systems services.
'1 took it and simply reshufiled
_the deck," Fox said.
Fox said Russell and Logue
have taken on extra duties, but
when the librarian positions an:

filled, they will have extra help.
MI think even though then: an:
extra responsibilities with these two
jobs, wc an: bringing in lower lcvcl
positionstohdpwiththejobs,"Fox ·
said.
Fox said the two administrative
lines have not been cut, but he
pli..,s to leave them for his successor to deal with.
Ml'm not going to eliminate lines
just because there's not money
then:," Fox said.
Fox said because of cutbacks,
the entire University has suffered
faculty loss, but the library has
capable staff to deal with· the
change in positions.
MI can't think of anything wc
want to do that we won't do
because of the change," Fox said.

Putting international communication at the head of the class
New foreign language class: encourage~ cross-cultural communication
CODELL RODRIOUE%
DAILY EavPTl•N

Christa Rundle plans to go to France some
day.
Rundle, a senior in foreign language and
international trade and management from
Mattoon, docs not want to go for the sole purpose of a vacation.· She plans to n:ccive an
internship and put her studies to good use.
To prepare for the internship, Rundle is taking a class that ,vill teach her about other cultures and show her what Americans an: like
from an international student's perspective. She
,vill be studying from a book and from an actual
international student.
"I tho~ght I could probably use this intema-

tional internship progr..in to piggy-back with
my major," said Rundle, indicating it was a good
supplement.
Foreign Language 202: Cross Cultural
Orientation, began this semester when SIUC
n:ccin:d federal funds to create the International
Internship Program. The program's objective is
to prepare students with any major to go on an
international internship.
"It's n:ally a novel idc-.- for a lot of students
who wouldn't even think about going to a foreign country," said Brooke Thibeault, program
assistant for foreign language and international
trade.
.
Thibeault directed the process of organizing
the class. She requested the class in fall 1998, but
n:ccived the grant in August 1999. However,

because of
work
to It's really a novel idea for
organize the
a lot of students who
class, it had
wouldn't even think
to wait until
this fall to about going to a foreign
begin.
country.
W hcn
students take
BROOKE THIBEAIIIJ"
FL 202, they prognm asst. for foreign bngu,ge and
will be learnin1rm2tion>l rm
ing from a
book called MAmerican Ways," which is usually
used to teach international students about how
SEE COM;t'IUNICATION, PAGE 9

USG meeting tonight
Undergraduate Student Government
will have its second meeting of the semester
in the Renaissance Room of the Student
Center at 7 p.m tonight.
Items on the agenda include plans to aid
in registering student voters and naming
officers to the Internal Affairs and Finance
committees. For mon: information, contact
USG Presidrnt Bill Archer at 536-3381.

Registration for nome
run derby begins today
Registration. for an intramural sports
home run derby begins today and will continue until Sept. 19 at the Recreation Center
Information Center.
The home run derby will start at 4 p.m.
Sept. 19 at the softball field on Grand
Avenue. Participants can also register at the
field on the day of the tournament.
For rnon: information, call 453- 1:.13.

SARATOGA COUNTY, NEW YORK

Skidmore student sentenced to 3 years to life
for selling cocaine
(U-Wuc) - Even on the posh upstate
New York campus of Skidmore College a

=~~':{:;i:=
~~~:~~:c:~~picious when he's delivering $2,150 in
cocaine to undercover police officers.
Saratoga County Judge Jerry J. Scanno
sentenced Gardner G. Cummings to three
years to life Monday, Sept. 11, after he pied
guilty in June to a criminal sale of a controlled substance in the second degree, a
fdony charge.
A police investigation discovered that
Cummings had sold large quantities of
cocaine to Skidmore students over a several
month period, said Sarato1,r.1 County
District Attorney James Murphy.
Through two anonymous informants,
undercover New York Sta•e Police propositioned Cum_mings, an unc.:clan:d junior at
the private college, and arrested him after
he made two separate cocaine sales. On
April 2, Cummings delivered S750 in
cocaine, and on April 19, Cummings sold
Sl,400 in cocaine to the undercover officers.
"Drug dealing apparently was an
attractive lifestyle for thi~ young man, but
now he will be held accountable," said
District Attorney James Murphy.

- from Dail:, Ei:,ptian News and \Vire s.;~ices

---
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Ruger's comments unfair
and unfounded
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Do you have
something
to say?
Brmgkuas and

Big changes nQW ·can lead
to big problems later
The house hasn't even been completed yet, but
understood or even developed answering to a chancellor who may be entirely new to SIUC.
t1lks of renovations arc already in the works.
In addition, others are wondering if the vice
At their meeting last week, the Graduate
chancellor for Research position would truly find an
Council yet again brought up a resolution that has
::.d:ninistrative niche. Interim Chancellor John
been under discussion for some time now - a
Ja.:kson, one opposer of the plan, has repeatedly
potential split of the associate vice chancellor for
that the new position would probably collide
stated
Academic Affairs aud dean of the
in funding matters with the already·
Graduate School position into two disexisting provost and vice chancellor for
tinct positions.
Academic Affairs and Research office.
Creating a vice
This split, which is being billed as a
Plus, as Jackson has also pointed out,
means to improve the direction of
chancellor for
the position up in the adminresearch at SIUC, would create a vice
Research position moving
istrative hierarchy could cost the
chancellor for Research and an indeis an idea that
University a tab that's a little too
pendent dean of the Graduate School.
could eventually expensive for SIUC at this time.
The change to vice chancellor for
make SIUC a better
However inopportune the proposal
Research would move the position up
is right now, it should not be permauniversity. Now,
the administrative hierarchy and allow
nently discarded. After all, our
however,
is
not
for mo;e a more powerful voice in
University's mission is research, and
that time.
research matters. It is a worthy plan,
.
anything that can be done to further
and one that could benefit the
that mission should be examined. The vice chancelUniversity and its research elements as a whole, but lor for Research position, which is very common in·
the timing appears to be a little off.
research institutions, carries the potential for
While SIUC's administration has blossomed
increased funding and better-directed research. But
during the last year by filling several major posito take action <,n such a proposal now would not
tions, remnants of the interim era still remain. With provide the office with a fair opportunity to sucboth the chancellor position ::nd a vice chancellor
ceed.
·
·
position still unocc_upied, this is a bad time to shake
It's just a short period of time now until James
up the administration.
Walker takes over the SIU presidency, and naming
If the position was created now, the new permaa permanent chancellor is on the top of his "to-do
nent chancellor, who will likely be found and hired
list."Things will steadily improve, but for the time
in the next year, would have to oversee the new vice being, the Graduate_ Council will have to be patient.
chancellor for Research. The University would then They have a good vision, but no house was ever
have an administrative position that is not fully
renovated without a complete structure first.

In the article, "Univcnity lawyer escapes
S96,000 defamation lawsuit," that appc=d
Monda); regarding the dismissal of my defama·
lion case ag:unst Peter Ruger, Mr. Ruger stated
rhat all he was lr}ing to do was bring scme "civility" to SIUC and that my C1SC was totally without merit. In comments to the Southern
Illinoisan, Mr. Ruger had cl=ly implied that I
am unable to sit down and discuss grievances
with colleagues and feel compelled lo nm to the
courthouse, thereby doing harm to SIUC.
Mr. Ruger atta.ckcd my professional integrity
by personalizing his comments. Yet Mr. Ruger
never contacted my lawy,:r or me before making
his comments. In my civil complaint against the
Tracys for the forgery of my signanuc, I state
that I did ask Dr. M·rtin Trai:y about the mysterious appearance of my signature on a grant
application that I knr.w nothing about. Dr. Tracy
denied signing my signature and would not discuss the maw.r further. After getting nowhere
with Dr. Tra·v, I then followed the SIUC hand. book to the ktter for complaints regarding
n:sc:irc:h misconduct. Under handbook guidelines, SIUC itself has the responsibility to follow
up on complaints of icscan:h misconduct.
Unforrunatcl}; the Unr;cnity left it up to me
to make a decision about pumiing the com;,laint,
knowing that I did not h:n-c: the tenure and was
afraid of retaliation.
Having taken the above steps to resolve my
complaint, 1 question why Mr. Ruger would
atta.ck me for a lack of civility. After all, I did tty
to resolve my complaint through SIUC proa:durcs. But most impartantly, I was OO! the one
""10 allegedly forged a signature on •· grant
application.

Elizabeth Reichert

,mutant profmar in s«ial worl

Reader laments

Saturday's football game
DEAR EDITOR:

34-33? REALLY!!! No wonder the chancel·
!or and the athletic director canceled "free" football game tickets to the university emeritus! They
ccrt:unly did not want us old codgcrs being
shamed (while sitting in the rain) iiy those )'>llng
whipper-snappers who don't know thatwinning
demands pcrscvc=cc!!

Emil Spees
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Sew chute me - my mined just can't get homophones
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Something in my jeans has given me paws. Scams
ewe for a you, or an eye for an I, aye, captain. They
That day, as I lined up with the other contestants
all my life I've had this problem with homophones,
help me sea the world.
along the wall of the radio station for that fateful
words that sound the same, but witch arc spelled difSpelling Bee, she sat across from us ,veighting, a light
Who nose? Maybe, the Catliolics ,ind the
ferently.
Protestants arc right and it all just comes down two
smile upon her lips, to award the winner the prize:
Last weak, I meant to right "cat· sects. When I was a boy, one of the Golden Be. And I kn~w that the only chance Ia
tle chute" and, instead, mechanically
·· get to meat her would be if! one that SpcUing Bee. I
my father's favorite
Thinking.Gooder·
rote "cattle shoot." Rest assured,
didn't care about the Golden Be, its gold stinger, or
euphemisms was balled. I'll
when I do do this, I claim it. I'm
even the next round. I just wanted her to be looking
oever forget how confused I
SEAN HANNI<;,AN
normally pretty anal about this stuff,
. right at me. She was my heroin.
felt when I heard my algebra
Thinkinc Gooder
butt sometimes I air.
teacher admit that he had
I lost. Fairly early. Maybe my second word. The
appears
word flour. They used it in a sentence. "The baker
But I'm not so easily suede that
Wednesdays. Sean is bawled his eyes out w!,en
with flour.• When I spelled my word - the
bakes
their's such a big difference. Ia cotBambi's mother died. His eyes
a gra. duate sllldent
in English.
word flower - I didn't imagine that the baker used
out. Bambi's mother. It is an
ton that, from the cow's e}'C•vicw,
His
opinion
does
flowers in his pies or had a giant flower for an assisthe difference between the chute
image that E:ill haunts me.
not necessarily
tant. But I due now.
Too this day, if someone,
and the shoot is only a matter of
reflect that of the
I can't even tell you what that little girl looked
man or woman, tells me that
time.
0AllYECYPTWI.
they
balled
their
eyes
out,
I
but I sec hymn singing the kitchen in.his white
like,
{This docs knot mean I'm knot
Hanniganscan@hotmail.com
baker's outfit, poofy white hat, and there's flowers in
immediately imagine them in
considering suing the editor.; of the
bed with Mr. Lamp, my algebra the bred, aod in the pans, bold up and overflO\'{ing.
DE for knot doing a better job
Some say this is just the type of confusion ,~c
teacher: a tear stained Bambi weeping in the backproofreading. I don•t care if there students. I don't
nc:ed to illuminate.
care who's their. And I'm knot, knot joking. I've axed
ground.
.
But I swear by every humorous bone in my arm,
.
A homophone broke my heart.
and I've axed, and I get no bloody response.)
and by the deer doc and the dough a dear, that I'll
Once up on a time, there was this girl, the raining
But allow me to lift my tail to your ears so that I
oot abide: those so concerned with applying their
might air it. It's true, I've torn my hare out with all
spelling champion from our county. She was pretty,
syntax, that they mist the write frays and refuse to
and to think ofit now, it's funny to remember that
the various forms of there, you're, two, phat and bald.
peck over edge to wonder at the whole in the hole,
you could always be, even in fourth grade, falling in
But at the same thyme, seasoning has taught me that
and the hole in the whole.
love. '
I J;ke these accidental word exchanges, weather it's a
,
·.·•-•..
·.·.·.•.•.·.,.·,.·.• \ ·•.•,•
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Students and faculty hen~
from development project
Agriculture students get hands~on experience
in research program
resources and policy from Elgin,
worked on the development project during his master's program,
and identified a growth corridor in
A_ndrcw Carver and Roger Illinois going from Chicago to St.
Beck arc delighted with the Louis, using state of the art Global
hands-on experience they get Information Systems techpology.
doing research for the Rural The corridor represents an
Development Opportunities pro- . increase in new business and pop·
ulation which follows I-55 across
ject. -The development project the state.
examines current and · projected
Buchheit also identified · an
trends in Illinois agriculture, overall decline in Illinois' pcrforagribusinesses and niral commu- mance in agribusiness as com~
nities that have constraints for pared to the national average, as
rural community development. It well as a decrease in agricultural
also validates the benefits of agri- employment in Illinois.
culture and family farms in rural
The Forestry Geospatial ·and
development and the entire econ- Economic Analysis Laboratory
omy.
·
which is funded entirely by cxtcrCarvcr, assistant professor in nal research grants, is used to uti' the dcpanmcnt -of forestry, and lize Geographic Information
Beck, a professor of agribusiness System technology which offers
economics, ro-coordinate the spatial. interpretation of_ data
Rural_ _.
· Development allowing for a more comprehcnOpportunities project, -which - is sive look_ at community· dcvdop· '
one of four components of the mcnt. .
Illinois Farm
and
Rural
Economic models arc conRevitalization Method project or sttucted_ using a program called
Imp-:..:r Analysis for Planning
1-FARRM.
I-FARRM collectivdy received software; which can quantify the
.. _an increase in funding because _of impact of rural. businesses· and
the highly effective studies being agricultural ·production _to the
performed by the research project coonomy.
:according to an external review •·
"The GIS research made Dr.
team.:
.
. ' Beck pretty optimistic about what
The independent review by the future will hold, because now
rcscarchcrs from the University of that he secs that work on the GIS
;-Missouri, Univcisity of Nebraska, can:be done he is sending more
Purdue University and the U.S. -"people down our way," Buchheit.
Department of Agriculture found said.
that one of the strongest compo~Even though I incorporated
ncnts. of the. development project; , die G!S in my th.~is there arc a lot
. w:is its ability'to incorporate ·stu.!: more applications out th'cre," he
dents in its research.
said.
The program has been
Eight graduate students currently assist ·the research team . · approved for five years, but is
. through independent studies usu- · funded on· a year-to-year basis, so
ally in connection with thesis and Beck _and Carver were particularly
dissertation projects~
. pleased that the proi;rant received·
"One of the· most enjoyable such a positive report. ··. .
aspects of this project is working • The ·increase brings. th~ ·total
with the graduate students and amount of funding for-. the first
undcigraduate workers," Carver three years of the development
said.-· ... ··:
_ . · .
prograni to S890,926. This year,
Incorporating graduate stu· . the funding increased by_ S20,000,
dents in dcvdopmcnt research will to S310,000.
not only train students in research
Beck said when he was· hired
techniques, but also -give· them 18 years ago his job description .
long term benefits_ they can use w:is to provide leadership in eco- .
thrnughout their careers, Beck nomic-dc-,.dopmcn·t, with. spccicl
said.
·
.
emphasis on the Southern Illinois
"The graduate ·students· who region.
have worked on the project and
· "Wi:h this RDO project I feel
have entered the job market have _like I'm finally able to actualiy do
done vc:rywcll finding jobs in their what_ I fdt I w:is hired to do 18
field," Ca.rvr.r said.
.
. :· _ . years ago," Beck said. "I feel pcr7
Joshua Buchheit, a doctoral . sonally good about that as~c~ of
student
in
environmental the project."
·· · - _. ';
RYAN TRosT

DA1Lv EavPrtAN

HOT! Randy Schdffer, iln outdoor recreation major from SL Louis, works on a blown glass vas:? to give to his
friend as a wedding gift. Students refine their glass blowing skills inside the corridor between 1/Vham Education
Building and Pullic:m Hall.
-

Ag research receWes high praise
~ovativc research. ·
The dcvclopmcnt project takes concerns ,.f working .
groups in rural communities and uses the informati'Jn to
A stellar report by an atcmal review team gave the solve real life problems facing community mcmben
Illinois Fann and Runt Revitalization Method project an 8 through rcscarth to quantify rural dcv:lopmcnt opportunipcn:cnt increase for its 2001 budget, bringing totil funding ties, s;,jd program co-principal investigator, j\ndn:w
Carver. .
:
. .
. .: .
to S975,000.
Raymond Lenzi, director of :he Stntcgic Rcscarch
The VALUE pro:.:ct seeks to determine how•wmcrs
Initiatiw. called I-FARRM, one of six initiatives in the can organize to undertake value-added rrwla:ting amngcoountry, said the report 6:t;m the Ilfuwis Council on Food ments, and the use of spcci,1ty_fann products to inacasc
and Agriculture Rcsca."Cb w:as rewarding because it high- production and d:i less harm to the ctrJUOrunent.
_Iigh~ the impact I-FARRM is having on.Illinois oomRural Enterprise and Altc:rnttivc Agriculnirc:
munitics just two years into the progr:un.
Developments mis.ion is to expand income .and job
The report cited a high level of pcrformana: both in opportunities in rural alternative _agriailtural enterprises.
terms of activities. and overall. coonomit impact, and a The first year of die READ! project snowed immediate
"=mlcss enterprise in which applied i:cscan:h ;ind outreach results of23 jobs created, sales increases ofSl.2 million and
:m: wdl balanced and integrated."
S600,000 in cipit:d investment in Illinois. ·
·
The council's mission is "to fund relevant and high qualThe Runt Community Development Toolbox pw.idcs
ity =rclt and related outread1 programs diat lc-..d to prof- web-based interactive assistance for rural economic develit:lble agricultural systems in Illinois," and the :mew team opment. The site offers information on demographics, rctill
found dtat 1-FARRM w:is following dtat mission through- sales, agriculture income and employment and income
analysis..
out the pw0rram.
I-FARRM, which i, •tarting its third year this f:ill, is a
I-FARRM represents a strat:gic rcscarth initiative by
joint effort ofSIUC, the University oflllbois and Western Illinois
on Food and Agriculture R=rch with'
Illinois University. It has four components, each offering a wor'.cing groups consisting of laypeople, farmers, conswn~
different focus while maintaining a common goal.
and cnvironmcntil advocates.
Information technology, water quality. sustainable use of
."It's a first in !llinois agriailtural =rclt initjativcs :.t
natural rcswrccs, marketing oflllinois agricultural products the state level, and they identify five s~tcgic :m:as where ·
and rural community dcvclopmcnt :m: the strategic :m:as they belie-.,: dtat additional resources ~10uld be .argcted for
tltat arc addressed by the four components ofl-FARRM. solving some of Illinois' agricultural issues," said Rural
The four parts arc Rur.u Dcvclopmcnt Opportur.itics, die Development Oppommity co-principal investigator Roger
.
VALUE project, Rural Entcrpri:.c and Altcrn:.tivc Beck.
AgriculttU'C Dcvdopmcnt and the Rural Community . Collcctivcly the four groups have begun a fur-reaching
Dcvclopmcnt Toolbox.
initiative dtat, according to the Strategic ~escarch
Rural Dcvclopmcnt Opportunities launched a strong Initutivc's mission, "will promote the coonornic dcvclopcutting edge =rclt program in rural dcvclopment, relying mcnt and management of agrio.•ltural and food systcmS in. .
heavily on graduate studmts to produce a Inge volume -!:f the rural ancl. urban communities of Illinois."
RYAN TROST

DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Whiz Kid enters Stanford graduate program· at age 15
ANNI: ROCHICLLI: KoNIGSMARK
KNIOHT•RIOER NEWSPAPERS

SAN JOSE, Calif. - Kids going away to
college for the first time often rake something
precious from home.
Steve Lu i! bringing his mom.
But his graduate school classmates at
Stanford probably will not:cc .;omc•hing else
unusual about him.
Like, that he's 15 years old.
As one of the youngest kids ever to enter a
graduate program, StcV.! couldn't have expected to movr. alone from his family's home in
Torrance, Calif. So his mom, Nancy Lu,
arranged for the two of them to live in an
apartment in Escondido Village, a graduate
housir.g compl:x. They move in Sept. 25.
Steve will be studying for a master's degree in

computer science.
"It's okay, I guess," Steve said of. his
roomic. With his mom standing nearby, he
quickly added, "No, it's great that she's coming."
.
.
Th.:re arc some advantages to ha,ing a
parent on-site. The laundry will get done, and
he won't have to cat cereal for dinner every
night. But what about the keg parti:s? What
about girls?
College vices aren't really a temptation for
Steve, who can't drive and only dreams of dating, but has a double degree in math and computer ·science f:orn Cal State Dominguez
Hills. Summa cum laude. With a minor in
physics.
.
· -\t 10, he was the youngest person ever tu
enroll in the Cru State system, and he's one of
the youngest graduat: students ever at
Stanford. ·

"To me, I am n~rmal," Steve says in a written profile. "I am mature and dedicated to my
education."
Steve seemed above average: as a baby,
Nancy said, but sh: rcally took notice when at
S, he scored 194 on an IQtest.
"That's off the charts sorncwhcret said
Peter Rosenstein, executive director. of the
Natio~.u Association for Gifted Children.
Although there arc no -:.ational statistics on
how many children begin college before they
hit puberty, Rosenstein said the"numbers arc
probably in "the dozens." '
Nancy Lu said Steve is 111aturc enough to
go it alone. But she's not. ,
"He's ready to be by himself,~ she said. "It's
harder for me to leave him there. But I think
next year, he'll kick me a~t."
Steve', dad, Simon, ,viii stay home in
Torrance with St~e's sister, Mary.

Mary, by the way, -is s:aning Harbor
Community College this fall, and i!t a nationally ranked gymnast. She's 12. '.
·..
~~at i! Nancr feeding thctc kids?
P:zza, she said.
.
StC\e chose Stanford bcca• s.: he loved the
trees on-ca.mpus,· and he. w-.1 •.;ed to__ be· near
SiJicon Valley. He plans to study a~ficial
intelligence., _
_
. .
"Robots. arc fun to build, but I'm going to
be concentrating on logic and autonomy,"
Steve said._ Autonomy is the concept of software or computers that think for themsdvcs.
One day, he hopes to give something' back
to :ocicty by becoming a math profcsso_i.• ·
But that's after he makes his first billion in
Silicon Valley on~ big idea, he said. He'.~~uldn't na_me his hero, but said it would be. "one of
SEE ~HIX i':ID~)_•AGF.
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Gore expeds three prime time n, debates with Bush
Presidential race is locked tight and deciding factors are yet to be seen
was worried about low expectations for Bush in the debates.
Because Gore is considered a top-notch debater, some
Democrats say that if Bush merely holds his own it will be considered a victory for the Republican .
"I'm not very good at the expectations game," Gore said, and
then proceeded to raise expectations for Bush.
"I do think he's an excellent debater," he said. "He beat John
McCain in the showdown debate in the Republican contest.
He apparently did extremely well against Ann Richards and
agair,st Gary Mauro," referring to Bush's opponents in his T cxas
gubernatorial races.
During this campaign swing, Gore plans to focus on education and cultural values. A federal report on children and movie
violence is due out this week, :md Gore's running mate, Sen.
Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.), is scheduled to testify on the
subject Wednesday before.the Senate Commerce Committee.
"I'll be talking about the need for reform, the need for new
resources along with the new ideas," Gore said. "I'll be talking
about the need to give parents a hand in their efforts to give the
right values to their kids."
The dynamics of the presidential campaign have changed
dramatically in recent weeks. After the primaries ended, it
seemed Bush could do no wrong while the Gore campaign
appeared to flounder. Now th" situation is reversed.
. Gore's choice of Lieberman a month ago was widely
applauded, and was followed by a smoothly run Democratic
convention and a successful boat ride down the Mississippi
River. Since then, Gore has seemed far more relaxed.
In contrast, the Bush campaign has stumbled. Republicans
produced an anti-Gore ad but then pulled it back. Meanwhile,
Bush's running mate, Dick Cheney, gave up lucrative stock
options in _!l_is former· company, l;Jalliburton,· after. :tllegations

NAP'TALI BENDAVID
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

. Vice Prcsi-'ent Al Gore said Sunday he expects his campaign to ,vorK. out a plan for three prime-time debates with
Texas Gov. George W. Bush, despite friction between the two
camps over the issue.
·
"I think that it's clearly in the public interest to have three
90-minute prime time debates sponsored by the bipartisan
commission," Gore said in an interview with the Tribune
aboard Air Force Two flying into Chicago. "If (Bush) is ready
to accept the commission's basic recommendation, I'm certain
that all the disagreements over the minor details can be worked
out."
Gore declined· to be specific about details.
"I'm going to let Bill Daley handle it," Gore said, referring
to former Commerce Secretary William Daley, his. campaign
ch.urman, brother of Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley and the
Gore team's represent:itive in discus~ions with Bush aides and
the Commission on Presidential Dcoates.
That commission, headed by former chairmen of the
Democratic ;nd Republican Patties, has proposed three primetime debates, as well as one between the vice presidential candidates.
Bush balked at that proposal and suggested that he and
Gore appear in less confrontational settings. Late last week,
however, he appeared to relent. Representatives of both campaigns arc now expected to meet Thursday with the commission to begin hammering out f:ral plans.
Gore, who spoke cautiously during the interview, ,vith
Oprah Winfrey earlier this week, declined to say whether he

they would have created a conflict of inter.:st. Though none of
the flubs has been crippling, they came at a critical time in the
race as voters began to focus on the candidates.
Gore said in the interview that he typically has gained
momentum in the later stages of a race.
"I always do !.>etter in the last few ,vceks of a campaign," he
said. "I need a long runway to get -airborne. I think it's because
I'm not a natural politician. But once I get airborne, so to speak,
I really enjoy it a lot, and my enthusiasm for it shows, and I c•n
hardly wait for the next day to start."
Bush has said he will begin campaigning more informally,
holding town hall meetings and speaking directly to voters something Gore has been doing. Asked about that, Gore smiled
but declined to comment.
"You're witnessing self-discipline, to your disadvantage," he
said.
Even with Bush's recent misfortunes, most polls show Gore
and Bush locked in the closest presidential contest in decades.
The tiff over debates unfolded against this backdrop. The
Commission on Presidential De~ ~tes - headed by the former
Democratic Chairman Paul Kirk and former Republican
Chairman Frank Fabrenkopf - at first proposed Gore and
Bush face off Oct. 3, Oct. 11 and O~t.17.
B•Jsh rejected the commission's schedule, saying he w.inted
to consider alternate formats. He proposed debating Gore on
NBC's "Meet the Press" and CNN's "Larry King Live."
Some Republicans feared Bush's strategy made it appear
that he was afraid to debate Gore. Yet Gore said Sunday that
appearing on the NBC and CNN programs is still a possibility.

.

.

"After we do the commission debates, I'll entertain all of the
other invit:itions that have been laid down," he said.
I

~i.~:YermontnewS})aJ;)er cites Operi Meetings Law in battle
'.fl,l\ ov~f stddetitiecotds,,argument headed to court
~ , ; l. ::'

_.,:l·;;·~:v.;rmonfp_ress. claiins .toJ:ikye··ac~ess, :'.: ·:if1., ~e ~~n~~~;d;i~t·11·~~ ;~·into the ~ds «iijudge
! . . , ;" "~·".·· ,. - MatthC\V K.itiarid,theWashington ·county Superior Court.
, ... 9ghts to records_ and hearmgs··• :::·· ,According to the Caledonian~Rccord, the state college sys•
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tern refused to supply the paper:vtith records regarding the dis. • '.::,'. • : :•• "clplineofmorcthana.dozcn,Lyndon'snidentsfortn.ciractions,
.· . __ . . . . . -~cspitethefactthatthemeasurcsofdisciplinewere9rriedout
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A Vermont rC\vspaper is'claiming that, through.the'statc;'s_

,,

!

•

•

'

•

_ : According ·10 the U.S. Department of Education's Family
.. ,, Qpen Meeting Law, the public has a right to access records and .. , Policy Compliance Office, the Family Educational Rights and
..• hearings regarding the discipline of students in the Vermont .'. Privacy A~ provides s~dents (or in the case of students
.. , .State Colleges syste.n.
_ .
:· .. _ . : ... _.. ,youngenhan 18 years of age, their parents) with certain rights
. ... '.-., The· state college system, hO\vcver, Jisagrccs, citing a fcdcir-__ to privacy in regards to their ed!Jcational records. .
.; al-law protecti!)g the privacy of student" education records.
..
Still, rnch. "directory" information as. a student's name,
· ·-·Now, with the Caledonian-Record, St. Johrisbury'.s :d:illy, address and da_te birth can b.-: rr.ade available without prior
: • paper, filing suit against the state college ir-tem; the argument _co:isent.
·
: is headed to court.
_
.. .
,
·
. The Vermont Office of the Secretary of State asserts that
·. '".Stemming from a February case involvbg under~gc drink- the st:ite's Open Meeting Laws apply when "a state or local
.. ing''among students at Lyndon State College in Lyndonville, board- or _rommission in Y~rmont meets when a quorum

of

{m:ijority). of its members :.:omes together to discuss public
business."
Despite t.'ie Caledonian-Record's argume:it that the discipline of the Lyndon _students took pl~ce in such a venue, the
st:_\te college system has gra:ited only the verdicts and sanctions
of th: case and not the names of the students to the paper.
Philip White, who is representing the Caledonian-Reconl,
told the Burlington Free Press that people have a right to know
the who, wh ..t, where and when of criminal acts on campus .
White said that public exposure is the best way to prevent
incidents from resurfacing, 1dding that recent reform in the
University of Vermont's anti•h;1zing policy came because an
incident involving acts of torment against a former hockey
play~r (Tiade natior..tl headlines,
Judge Katz will now decide how best to seek a resolution in
the matter. A trial, originally scheduled to begin last wt.ck, is
still a suong possibility, but Katz might opt for an arbitrary
hearing ir.stead.
1

'

Southern Illinois 'symphony" Orchestra
SixTe"r1e:irsl . ' ..
. ·.•..

-

••

.

0

. ·_. _. Featuring RandJII Black,.Joscph Bolin. Gusti'O Flores.
Robin Roewe, Clarence CartcrO and morel

Tue~day, Octob_er 3, 7 :30pm
$12 Children 15 & under $7
Box Office Hours: Weekda}'S 1Oam - 3pm
To charge by pho~e. call 618i453-AITTS(2787).

i)~~?1~

This II• u-anl approved event.

\1sft..-.w.-

~Jil!:!!I! ~
222 W. Freeman Campus Shopping Center
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those billionaire dot-com people.ff
Steve spends his free time in tame
pursuits like computer programming and working out at the gym,
so Nancy p1obably won't have to do
much chaperoning.
Asked ithe dates, Steve said,"Oh
boy,! wish! But those people over at
Stanford, they're much older than
me. Maybe a freshman."
He said he hopes to meet Chelsea
Clinton, the president's daughter,
who is taking time off this fall but
is scheduled to return to campus
next year.
Nancy believes she and Simon,
who arc both from Taiwan, were
gifted children. But at the time,
Tai".:n had no accelerated programs for gifted kids. Both parents
have held jobs in the computer

industry; Simon is CIO of a construction compan)'· Nancy sp<:nds
most of her time shuttling her
\Vunderkinrls to class and gymnastics practices, but she has written
three self-published books on raising gifted children. She plans to
work on a fourth book while in Palo
Alto.
"Steve will be chaperoning me,"
she said. "He already told me I was•
n't allowed to go out and socialize."
The federal government estimates that 3 million kids, or 5 percent of students, arc in some way
gifted.
"But Steve is on the far-out end of
these kids," Rosenstein said.
So just what was Stanford's new
president,John Hennessy, who is a
computer scientist, doing at age ]5?
I was working on building my
first computer," he said. "It was a
tic-tac-toe game, made entirely of
surplus relays.ff

The fallowing offices within the

Division of Student Affairs
and
Enrollment Management

.Announce

NEW
Office Hours
Monday through Thursday
8:00am - 6:00pm
Friday
8:00am - 4:30pm
Admissions & Records

Bursar
Career Services
Counseling Center
Disability S11pport Services
Rnancial Aid Office
Housing - Central Office .
lntemc.".tional Programs & Services
Intramural - Recreational Sports
(Student Recreation Cer.te~
Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs &_Enrollment Management
Student Center
Student Development
Student Center, 3rd Floor
Student Health Programs
Adminisrc.tion Office
Dial-A-Nurse
Immunizations
Insurance
Sports Medicine Office
· Trueblood Outreach Office
Student Judicial Affairs
Students· Legal Assistance
Transitional Programs
Women's Services

ouu mm1,

News

Oregon, 1VBichigan leaders of the
pack in university student activism
schools dedicated to curbing sweatshops and other poor working conditions around the cot•ntty.
The decision ukcd Nike CEO
In its annual roundup on ,tudcnt and Oregon alum Phil Knight, who
activism, Mother Jones magazine promptly withdrew a $30 million
gave the University of Oregon top donation to his former school's athlethonors as the best student activist ic program and rut tics with the unicampus in the country during a vciy versity. Nike is a founding member of
competitive 1999-2000 school year. the Fair Labor Association, which
The University of Michigan, rlorida opponents, acconling to Mattco,lil.i:n
A&M University, the University of to a "fox guarding the hen hou'iC'.n
Washington and the National Additionally, · the athletic apparel
Autonomous. Uni\'Crsity of Mc:xico company has been named in numerrounded out the top five in what ous instances involving wooo:r abus,;.
writer Keith Mcatto calls a record- Former factory worlcer Roselia Reyes
breaking year of student activism.
visited the school in May to share stoNow in its seventh year, the ries of 13-hour shifts and SW weekly
roundup is the result of a survey of wages, according to the Oregon DaiJy
some 20 activist org.tnizations, Emerald.
including Planned Parenthood,
The dcci.•bn to join the WRC
Habit:tt for Humanil); the American garnercrl mixed feelings on campus,
Civil Liberties Union and People for and a member oftl:c school's board of
the Ethical Treatment of Animals.
trustees resigned after Krught
Oregon's second first-place desig- announced the $30 million fallout
nation stems fiom its decision in Still, the uni=ity community stuck
April to join the W.:irkcrs Rights . by its guns and today remains a memConsortium, a newly-developed. ber of the WRC.
non-profit network of more than 50 .
The Univcmty of Michigan, in
DILLY O'Ki.:i:,•,r

TMS CAMPUS

finishing second in the roundup, had
a similar plight; after the school joined
the WRC, Nike pulled a six-year, S22
million licensing contract.
Mcatto writes that 46 pcn:ent of
college freshmen participated iu public protests in the past )~r, and add~
that since UCLA'.s Higher Education
Research Institute began monitoring
student activism more than 30 years
ago, the nUJ,,lx:r has never been higl-.·
er.
Rounding out the magazine's top
. 10 this >=arc Ohio State Uni\'Crsity,
Wesley.in University, the University
of California at Berkeley, Columbia
University and State University of
New York in Albany.Launched in
1976 by the Foundation for Natural
Progrcs, and named after the late
labor organiz.c:r Maty Hams Jones,
Mother Jones is a bimonthly, general
interest magaz.inc covering CVCljthing
for minoril)' affairs to the environ. ment. The magazine honored
Oregon in its maiden 1994 roundup,
citing the student body's role in environmental p=rvation and· hdping
register fellow students to vote. ·
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LEARNING

they had broken down r~search and interviews, they
gave their presentation using Powerpoint.
"Doing the project I learned the college experience is more about personal growth and devclopSIUC's first Core Curriculum problem-based ment than actual education," Kren said.
learning program if his mother had not read the letJames Allen, director of Core Curriculum and .
ter that was sent to him.
instructor for Kren's group, sai_d the program seems
"I thought it was some successful because of the students. He said the stu·· Gus Bode
special [education] program, dents are taking responsibility for their own learnso I just laid it aside," Kren . ing.
said.
"This is just like a job and we're bringing the real
Kren gets the unique world to the students," Allen said.
opportunity to work in a
The program started in the SIU School of
small group of six members, Medicine, moved into the physician assistant promeet daily to. discuss ideas gram and now has landed in Core Curriculum, givabout the problems they ing freshmen a different option of study.
have been. assigned, do
SIUC is one of the few schools that have such a
research ·and learn to work pr:>gram along with Samford University in
\vith other students.
BirmiJlgham, Ala., and the University of Delaware.
The chosen students for
Heather Purichia, coordinator of the problemthe program ,vill not have to based program, said the students are creative and
Gus says:
go through the routine of extraordinary. She said she has received positi,·e
Maybe they can entering a traditional class- feedbark about the program. ·
· figure out how room lecture ,vith more than
"Some students are complaining about their
the Salukis can 200 students, spend S300 on [resident halls] and being.away from home, but not
books or cr:im for an exam.
about problem-base<. .arning," Purichia said. "One
hold a lead.
Kren said he and his student even wants•,, start a [problem-based learn- classmates learn just as ing] registered student organization."
much as they would tf they were in a big lecture.
She said she hopes more students _and professors
In one of the projects of the semester the stu- will get involved in the program next semester so it
dents were asked to choose a question they wanted can be open to as many students whci want to take
·
it.
to ei,.'Plore.
Kren's group chose, "\Vhat is a college experiThe_ students will be· accredited with taking
ence?"
.
credit hours in classes including, Philosophy 102,
The group decided they would g~t ideas by English 101, Speech 101, Art and Design 102 and
ent\vining their viewl: with other students. After Physiology 201.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
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COMMUNICATION

International Friends Club, started
last Friday at the Interfaith Center.
Karen Sehayman, a junior in foreign language and international trade
interact ,vith Americans. However, in from Santa Cruz, Bolivia, ,vill start
this class it serves a totally different meeting her partner from France at
the Coffee Hour.
purpose.
"\Ve're !earning who we are as
S~hayman took the class because
Americans in order to better under- she phns to take an internship in
stand how other peoFrance next semester and
ple are different,"
because it focuses on culThibeault said.
tural differenci:s.
We're learning who .
Another way the
"I know about the
students ,vill learn is we are as Americans culture
sl1ock,"
by interacting ,vith
in order to better
Sehayman said. "Now
and discussing the
class,
I
get to
,vith
this
understand how
book with an internaunderstand why they
other people are
tional
partner.
happen and how to work
different
International students
hard so we don't get as
much culture shock."
BROOK!, THIBEAUU"
taking the class will
To learn about differhave the option of Program :isst. for fon:ign 1>ng-.12gc
choosing an American
and intamtional tndc
ent cultures, the class will
student as his or her
U$e teachers from differpartner.
ent :aternational based
Finding a partner is a homework classes to teach the students. The
assignment students are required tc teachers ,vill cover China, France,
complete. They mll meet ~th their Germany, Japan, Russia, Spain and
internatic:ial partner once a week and Latin America.
write a journal entry about what they
VVith the quantity of teacher, and
learned from their· interactions and the different teaching methods used,
. what they are learning from the Rundle walks :i.w:,.y__fro'Tl ckss every
"America.1 Ways" book.
night with !'- sansfied feeling.
Thibeault offered the International
"It's been a really good class,n
Coffee Hour as a way to me::t up with Rundle said, "It'£ been a little bit of
their partners. The Coffee Hour, work but it's been vc1y enlighter!ing
which is sponsored by the and informative."
CONTINUED FROMi'AGE
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::-Advantage~

:- Women have.always spoken out against injustice.
Yet, 9 out of 10 women raped on campus don't say a vrnrd.
Maybe it's because most campus rapes are committed by som~one the victim knows.so
she may think it doesn't count.
.
.
.
Except, no one asks for rape. And no one has tha nght to force you mt~ sex against
your11ill.
So if this has harpened to you, please report it
Because after a! the strides womEn have made, you can t afford to lose your voice now.
I

•

Rape t)isis-Services·of The Women's Center 24 Hour Crisis Hotline
529-2324 or 1-800-334-2094
·
· Year in arid year out, employees at education and·
research institutions ha~e turned to TIAA-CREF., · ~- .
And for goop reasons=;_

. Ensuring,the futur~ . :·
·for. those who shape it(

1.800.842.2776

wyvw. tiaa-cref.org

For more complete infc;rmation on our securities products, plc3se call 1.800.842.2733, exL 5509, to request prosp~u~,. !!~act !hem carefully
before '!Du invest • TIAA-CREF Individual and lnsmutional Services, Inc. distributes the CREF and TIM Real Estate vanable wn1:1nes. • Teachers
Pe~! lnvestor.;Setl'ices, lnc. distributes the Personal Annuities vaiiuble annuity component, mutual funds and tuition sa\li~,gs agreemen_ts. •
TIM and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance co:, New York, NV. issue insurance and _annuities.• TIM-CR!:F TMt Compa!l}', FSB provides trust seMces.
• Investment products are n_ot FDIC insured, rnay lose value and are not bank guaranteed;~ 2000J1AA-CREF 08/03
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE

admissions axmlinators. The positions
have been filled within the last 10 da)~
and each will b e ~ a geographic
tcnitc:y in the area to f~ on, rcauiting
students liom that section.
The Unn=ity h.,s also =ted a new
appliC1tion fee of S30, enacted Oct. 1,
which will hdp fund new publiC1tions
about the Unn=ity. Dietz explained
these pub!iCltions "ill include C\'Cl}'thing
liom basic infomution to what students'
deg=s me:m once tlqgr.ul11~te.
Nod-Lc:,.itz is working on lc-.=ging
financial aid to put together better scholarship packages for students. Dietz said
examining students who auoll at sruc
after r=ning certain schnl.mhips will
prc,,idc u,;dw infomu:ion when offering
financial aid in the future.
Another goal of Student AfEurs
Ul\'Oh'CS shaping the demographics. For
cx:unplc, about 55 pcrccnt ofSillC stu·
dcnr,; are men and 45 percent are women.
This longstanding trend m:iy be causa:I
byaurlculurn, but Dietz's theory lies \\1th

13 1 2000
finana:s.
"We need to study this more to find
out the real reasons," he said "My scruc
m:iy be that !hai:'s a diffi:n:na: in financial support \\ith fc:male students."
Studentswcreablctop:iythcirfustbill
,,ithamxlitc:utlthisycar,whichJackson
said seemed to hdp reduce some of the
uswl c:irly losses. Spring follow-up calls
to int=sted SillC applic:mts also hdpcd
rcauitmcnt, acrording to Jackson.
Tr:wfcrstudcntnwnbcr.;areupto26
people, and international students have
increased to 69. Graduate students are up
to 181, while undeq;r.iduatcs have
dropped to 65.,
Jackson said he was t!i.sappointed by
the d = in undagraduate students,
but p!easod \\1th the O\=ll auollment
increase for the fourth consecutive )'CU: •
"Wedidncll,"hesaid. "Weneodtodo
a bit better, but we\'C been steady and
slightly up so thats 30(Xl news."
Dietz said the overall nwnbers :m: an
inspiring sign for tl,e future, no matter
how small the increase.
"I'm nor looking for dramatic incrcascs," Dietz said. •rm looking for steady
growth."
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PICK UP SPECIAL
LargeOneTopplng

I PIZZA EXPRESS

$499

Carbondalo, IL 62901 I
Opon 7 Days
I

ED GULICK -

0.t.n..Y EGYPTIAN .

· WOODCUTTER: Cobden artist Rory Jaros inspects a recent shave on a hickory bark strip. Jaros shaves
the bark into long thin strips that he then weaves to form the seats of his chair;;. The chairs are completely
crafted by Jaros and are for sale at the Associated Artists Gallery.
·
·

I
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Donn consbuclion brings

sbJdents·downtown ?

B~tlcr Biilldi_ng,""the 1924 terra , Surprisingly, the Loop '.;ls the.
co~-clad structure at 162 N. State'.· .'Y.1~ap~fplace in the grcater,pown. -Designed for:191 students, the dorm .. il:;wn area to acquire old ,buildings
CHICAGO - Amber. H~lst· . already .. i~· ' . 90 . percent . ""fo~. ~on version into educational
hasgivcnupsomeofthetypicaljoys occupied.Student residences nan ·facilities, according to Smith,
of college life.She docs not stroll on from the _5th to the 15th floors. A •space on Washington · [in the
a grassy campus-, play Fnsoce·oifthc-7:omputcr lab;·study. lounge, .l_!lcdia Loop] may cost S30 to S40 a square
qua~, or, .. a~end,
Jo.0~~3/1 room,.ga!!CfY.\1!1~ SAJdi_o are on "the::·· -foot, but S70 in. River.~orth. The
games.Butthatdocsntbotherhcr m · 16th, whilc·thc-dramatJc 17th floor :•West Loop also 1s cxpe~~e."
th•. leas~.:;; . : , -~;;; , ; ,ii<;. .. , is dC\'.o,~d. ~?,~~ Solarium Studios '.. "'..'._1-Iigh~rise constructio~ ~ti busy
-·•· :·Jfolst_i~_a s~de~t _a__t. C_?l~~bi:t .. ~nd!,ou11gc,~.tJ:iyi~of~eLoop_. ~!fl~~ecpon_in the,L.o?e·prcsfnted
College, wt,..,se }\11chigan Avenue and the lake through.roun~,.port· its own set of problems. We h~d to
mai_n building :s set on the largest, . hole-like ynndows." · · · ·
. make a lot o( deliveries of mattri..lj
most exciting •campus" in Illi!!ois.
. The building- was designed by in the middle of the night,: said
.You could call- it •Downtown artists' for artists," said Tony Jones,_- · Smith.
. .-. . ,t
: ,Chicago Ut
. .
president of !he School of the Art_ . . Architect Laurence. Bdoth of
·
With an estimated enrollment of Institute. ~e asked students, facul- · Booth/Hansen · ·&'." Associates
40,000 students in and near the · ty and staff for their. ideas, which · designed the new dorm to ~uggcst
Loop, dowrtown Chicago is a gro"'.~ have ~en inrorporated . into the_ the look of the Reliance Building,
, ing hot spot for education.
. -building. We created artist lofts with Daniel · Burnham's . l 06-~ar•old
landmark at State :md Washlngton
Holst, who comes from a subur- big~ for their ,vorks." : · . .
The dormitory construction was Streets.
·
i
ban ·environment, wanted more
""diversity, •some people find down- · completed .in· 14 months; though .: . Smith currently is rehab~ing the .
tow'l to be a culture sh'>Ck, but I feel··· more features of the·projcct are yet 17-story Evans· Building;' dating ·
comfortable and· perfectly: safe to come.The S54 million project from the 1920s, at the northwest
there."
'.
also will include a Borders bookstore comer of State and Monroe· for the
Holst, who is· editor of· the · and the new home of the Gene School of· · the Art· lnstinite.
Columbia Chronicle, the school Siskcl Film Center. Plus, a local the-. Completion ·is expected in January
newspaper, wants
find a job in atcr company. The Noble FGOI, will 2001. .
print journalism after graduation. move into the former · Old . · , The ni:xt major boost to downShe thinks an urban school is more Heidelberg Building, which fn,nts • town student living could be the pro. reality based. •some students at on Randolph. The· building's. posccl -"super dorm" at State Street
campuses just want to have fun.•- •···---Bavarian-style · fac:id!= ... will, ·be · and Congress P..u-kw:iy vn land that
The vibrancy of the 24-hour city • retained and restored." ' ..
· : is now a South Loop parking lot.
is one ofits lures."
·
· ,.: . ,_.·: ThedormsareRolls-Royccqual-·
Planncd-fi,r ,,600 beds,ithas the
• . Chicago is a great college town,"· · ity," decl:m:dJones.The.450-squ:m:-. , caclcing of Mayor. P..!charcl ·DalC);
'said Ken McHugh,: -:-DePal!l'···foot rooms are_loadcd ,vith ameni- •It's a needed facility. It's a du!lenge
University's vice pr;sident _of opera~.· , tics - iiidividtial · 1t~atirig · and· air· : but we're trying to work it out."
tions." . _
. · · · · . . . : · conditioiifog-~oiiiro)s; .priw~_e bath,
' Dale/, interviewed at the dedicaDo,vntown. Ch;cago is_ alive. It'." ·rack lighting, drafting tables, phone : tion of the new Art Institute dorm,
a magnet that drawutudents from:. :· lines , ,vith voiccmail ·. and · Internet said the super dorm •is important in
the metropolitan area;' the· iegiori' · connections;_ ~11d :a··mini~kitchen the rebirth of the city.~ , . .
and the world,"· ~aid "fheodcire~-·with refrigerator, microwave and , He added that colleges and uni, vcrsitics have •a huge ecopomic
Gross, president of Roosevelt . ~tovetop. ··
·
·
All this goes for S700 a month · impact and bring young •people
· · · University.
Gross attributes the increased· for a double and $850 for a single, · 'downto\vn to add to the spirit.of the
popularity of dO\vntO\vn Chicago plus tuition, of cours.:.Furniture for city."learning to the "enormous renais- · the residences has been designed by .
~e city's _ Departmc~t · of
sance in the South Loop and to the Michael Hchzer, a former sru- Planning and Development IS con·
greatest concentration of cultural dent.Thougl, many college 1lorms _sid~ri:ig :i proposal for the new acaattractions in the world." - .
built in prc11:i. us e.ras may. be far d~mic center.Besldes dorms, the
The L.test addition to Chi:~eo•s from deluxe, times have changed S200 million complex would include
academic areas, stores and parking.
burgeoning boom in higher educa- and cxpcct.Hfons are higher."
tion is the new School of the Art
Kids w,,n't tolerate the plain It would be built· .on city•o\vncd
Institute dormitory at the northwest dorms of the: past," said \".'. Hruris land: · Four•· schools "'."'" Dcl\iul
corner of State and Randolph (Bill) Smith, principal Gf:,mithficld Unh·c:rsity, Roosevelt University,.
Streets.
Propertii:s, die developer. •This is a Columbia College an:! Robert
It i~ a blend of the old and new. big issue al! over the U.S. Now col- Morris College - are trying to
A 17-storv structure has been scam- lcgcs have to provide goon housing work out· the details cf the plan with
lessly attached to the rehabbed to attract students."
·
the city.·
·
JOHN HANIJLo;T
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"Douhle Decke-r"
Two Crusts • Two Layers • Two-riffle
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Sham
letters.irk Brown U.
.
Meager donn rooms now
officials, send freshmen into tizzy spruced up by ·imagination
.

BILLY O'KEEl'E

TMS

CAMPUS

The sound of thousands of Brown
University freshmen frantically searching for a
ride home came to an abrupt halt thanks to a
single word: Gotcha.
··
As they eagerly poured onto campus, waves
of new students wen: greeted not wil'1 banners
and fanfare but with a notice, from interim
president Sheila Blu'llStein no less, announcing
an 11 p.m. curfew for all stuc!:nts during the
first weekend of tl1e new school year.
Not surprisingly, it was news to the students, who had not been informed previously of
the new policy.
Fortunately for the students, it was news to

the administration as well, as they never even
issued it.
The post, several hundred copies of which
were plastered around campus, hJd all the looks
of a real deal, including the university seal and
a forged copy of Blumstein's signature at the
bottom.
"\Ve apologize for the late and hence difficult di~tribution of this notice," concluded the
document, which issued the curfew requirement as part of a new ompus safety initiative.
'The beginning of the year is a hectic.time for
us too!"
·
It wasn't long before officials seized the
notices, but the university has no plans t'> discipline or even unearth the source of the sham
letter.

U.S. medical schools remain short on
minority students, new study.:reports
CARLA D'NAN BASS

ciation president Dr.Jordan). Cohen.
The number of U.S. physicians who arc
African-American, Hispanic or Indian is
There still 'aren't enough African- already too low -- about 6 percent - and the
Americans, Hispanics or American Indians in low number of medical students from the three
United States medical schools, and that short- groups won't hdp make up the gap.
:igc could hurt the quality of the nation's overall
One minority group - Asians - is overrepmedical can:, according to a recent report fiom resented in medicine in comparison with its per_ . the Association of American Medical Colleges. .:entage of the general population. In 1998,
. ·Blacks, Hispanics and Indians made up about 18 percent of doctors practicing in the
about 15 percent of medical ~ool graduates in United States were Ast111 or Asian-American
1998, but they account for more than 2S pcn:cnt while 4 percent of the population was of Asian
of the U.S. population, according to an associa- origin. The . number of Asia1: doctors has
tion report titled Minority Graduat.:s of U.S. incrcasi:d rapidly in recent dcc:ides.
Medical Schools:Trcnds, !950-1998.
In 1950, only 1 percent of U.S. doctors were
'The stuk disparity between the number of Asian, according to the association report.0-.'.m
,practicing minority physiCW!S and the increas- findings ind1de th: following:
• · ingly diverse U.S. population is becoming more
Most minority physicians practice in states
' . acute and presents unique challenges for the with · large minority populations such as
·..... _fj.1~ dc1ivcry of quality health_ can:," said.asso- .California, Texas and Nc:w Yolk.
KNICMT•RIDD£A TRIBUNE

Bl\ FORD ESCORT GT, 88,lO<X mi,

. Bicycles

::.:i:sscCZ;.',.::t:s'65~nh
Auto
- - - - - - - - - I 870LDSCUTIASS Ciera, .dr, 3.8 l,
V-6, au10 0¥enlrive, a/c, $750 cba.

CUSTOMIZED HANDICAPPED VPN,
1985 Fon!, elodrlcdr, l,ydraulic !iii,
hand mnlrol,, $5000; 985-20AO.

HONDAS FltOM $5001 Police im•
'i".sbt3t:3323:'~~'i_"91 • coD
1987 OlRYSlfR FlFTH Avenue,
133 ux mi, leolher, a/e,
amilm/a,n, auto, excmnd, $1850
cba; 549•4123.

a,O 985-2362.
---------

i...;;;~===-----1
BUY, SELL & TRADE, AAA Auto Solos,
605 N nlinols Ave, 457:76'.ll.

.

M'BORO, 1\'68 PUMP house rd, 684·
2595, C'OS)' ~nancing avail, ideal lor a
870l0S CAIAIS, loir conclilion,
home/renial p,openy/busir.en.
i5=9re- . ATTRACTIVE, FRESHLY REMOOElED
3 bdrm hortie, nice, dean areo,
fenced bock yd, ;59,950, Wayne
89 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE,
Quan,. 529·2612 or 529-214:!.

~:r~.:.

::: I:'

Mobile Homes

FAST, 65 BIACK Pontiac Fiero, moon
. roof, 6 qi, rvns awesome, loolts
riood, Sl 800 cba, Ken 457-A1A7•
BO WHITE DODGE, 3/A Ion von, rvns.
I greal, foolts good, $1800 abo, Ken
,157.4147_

WANTED TO BUY vehicles and mototcydos, rvMing or not, $25·$300,
wor-.d Escorts, co1l 72A·7980..

sex:.'

t 'X~~~t~:i,!!i~~minoi,,
.·

---------1 d::~.;,,'.iir;,js\~~1.

· · 92 BIAZER;A dr, A.J _;,rtec, ale,
leo!lier, excellent cond, 140,lWI,
$5,500, A57-70A1.

Ml..""'ilf HOMES FOR SALE, 2 bdrm,
necr CO"'f-''S in o nice parlc, $2500,
moYea or can •toy. can 5A9·
!'-RAND NEW 3 bdrm, 2 both, 16 It
wide, $19,900, used homes lram $1

~!,~! :,~;,-j ~~~;.tt/e,

95 FORD ASPIRE, 4 dr, am/lm/cais, . 122,)0<Xmi, $3.500, 351·7361.
a/e, auto, new 6res, new bo11ery, e,·e
92 SONATA, 88,lO<X,-good c.or..:.
~~26i~~~: $2500, 252"

iio'ti

Homes

91 W!fDA IX 626, 4 dr, power
>leering, p/w, -:vise, 107,'!10< mi,
$A200, 83.'.1·8492.
· . ;. ; 1

---------,1 ~~:rit~:~a1:r!:.-:f.·
1995 FORD RANGER XL{Supercab, A qi, 5 spt"O<I, air, cassette,
bedliner, a,,,er, rails, custom
wheels, 71,lO<X highwat milos,
MINT condifion, $7,900 cba, coll
~-~~U!?:.i:.~ d"'f or

REBUILT MOUNTAIN & racen, an siz·
e, & repair>, Jim's Bike Shop, 300 N
7rh St, Apt 407, M'Bora, 687-5087.

MOBILE h')ME, C'DAlf 12x 70,
newly remcx!.ted, opp( incl, d/w,
w/d. $5900 cba, 618·893·2681..

Like most students, when Mat: Maranian
was in college, he lived in a series of crummy
apartments, places with warped walls, ugly vinyl
flooring and tiny bathrooms.
By shopping at thrift stores and garage sales,
Maranian managed to tum each place into a
cool pad, with touches like beads and S)Tithetic
fur (which just so happen to be trendy again).
"I decided to embrace and accept my surroundings," saiu Maranian, who is the author of
a ncwbook, "Pad:The Guide to Ultra-Living."
Maranian wrote "Pad" after noticing how
magazines like Metropolitan Home disheartened his friends who lived in small qua:ten:.
'The magazine3 were not very n:alisric for
the problems facing the average, earthbound
ar~rtment dweller," he said.
So, Maranian's book aims to transform
meager digs into a swanky Shangri- la. It offers
inspiration for college dorm life and apartment
life, giving ideas for getting past milk crates as
ful)1iture and instead, for instance, transforming
a surtboard into a som::what dramatic coffee
table.
If you're planni!}g to decorate a dorm room
this fall, here arc some of Maranian's ideas for
small spaces:
. Bead it A beaded curtain can give the most
ordinary space u1e illusion of interesting architecnm:. The least inventive way to use bc:.ds is
to hang them in a doorway. Instead, bring the
beads farther into the room; then tiy placing the
curtain perpendicular to a dcorw.i)~ creating a
new "wall." Beaded curtains placed behind or
adjacent to fiirniture al,-:, can create interesting
arrangements and nooks withill an oth:rwisc
boxy layout
Wipcout coffee table. The wond~ thing
about surfboards, Maranian said, is that the

Furniture

slightest ding or crack :-:nders them useless to a
real surfer, while they n:main very acceptable for
someone who finds himself in need of a cottec
table.
Here's how to huild one: Scrape all traces of
wa.x from the top of the board with a putty knife
and, if you wish, clean the remaining residue
with a~etone. Flip the board over and place
three Design House angled top plates (available
at hardware stores) where you want the three
Design House 20-inch modem, tapered wood
legs to sit. Use a Popsicle stick or plastic knife to
spread plastic welder adhesive on the areas
traced. Position the top plates into the wet
adhesive. Let dry. Finish the wood legs, if you
desire, and screw into the top plates.
Besides a surfboard coffee t:.ble, Maranian's
book ~lso gives detailed how-t.> instruction~ on
making storage boxe!> out of old LP album cov- •
ers and cr,:ating a tissue cozy out of faux fur.
Desk space. Ifyou don't like bulletin boards,
ti)' using a window screen (provides a cool
metallic look). Hold everything in place with
paper clips, one ed;;c bent into a straight back
end and poked through the weave of the scw-n.
It works!
Also, consider disguising your computer
desk "ith hula skirts and your desk chair ,vith a
patchwork of 5)11thetic fur.
Towel racks. For hand towels in your ru0m,
tiy a "towel on a rope.• It's ~imple: Ifyou can tic
a knot, you've got a towel ring. Simply hang it
on a nail hidden within the center of the knot.
Plants. Pl'lllts can fill holes and round out a
room quite ·effectively, Maranian said. Tall
plants p!accd near windows can camouflage displeasing views and create privacy. Dress up
plants in heavy ceramic pots (because even
expensive plascic pots look cheap). Maranian
particularly likes the Venus' tlytrap, which he
calls "simply the coolest plant tht:re is."
Rugs. Consider a large rug. Don't make
bold choices.

Musical

Miscellaneous

ElENA'S GENTLY USED lumiture,
206 S 6th, Bush, IL. 987·2A38, 8·5.

WWW.SCtlNDCOREMUSIC.COM
We con videc.10pe )'OU' gr:,cluolion or
>peciol event! Sales. service, rentals:

SPIDERWEB USED FURNITURE,
lainps, di.hes, an6ques, collectibles,
A57·02:17, 3.5 mi dawn Old Rt 51 S,
from Pleasant HiU Rd, open Fri, Sal,
Sun, 12:30-5:30.

· fion, $100 Acousfic Guitar>, pleniy of
C'.auicols in •~• coll 457·56A 1

LOVESEAT SLEEPER. BEIGE, li~e new,
5-49·3613.
---------

Appliances .
$195 REFRIGERATOR, wa.her/dryer
$250, stove $100, 27" color t, $150,
20" color t, $70, va $AS, .457-8m.
A/C'S,5000btu$75/8000$125/100
00$150/12000$175/18000$195/2
,400()$250, 90 clay RUQr, .457·7767.

~~:,x::;~~~:ll~~~";J;:

LOANS AVAIIABLE. NO a?Plicofion
lees, high Cf,jlfO!'al. law in~esl rate,
bonluvplcies weltome, toll free 1•
888•372-2284.

Electronics

FENDER SRAT, BIACK 60'1 dauic

:;~si(~ ~-~Jl~Wamp, borh
BASS PLAYER AND/or singer wanted
lor progreuiv<, modem roclc/melol
proied, serious inquiries only, ~3A·
I B05, a.lt lor Matt.

Pets & Supplies
~SES BOARDED, COMl'LITi: foci!·
ifie,, lull a,re, tum out, $180/mo,
·
5-49· 1209 ~elore 8pm.

VERY, VERY CUTE, 4 Chihuahua long
hair puppi·''lo piece, .AKC,
529·78J5 .~,sna: o, F..ku3
@ho!mail.com
.

FAXffi

loxu~lP!,<;!=;'~Acl

lndu.}FuW~:~~r.s~fion:

-ci~rn~~~ted

'Weel<~ul!i!;OI phone
FAX ADS are subject lo normal
deadline•. TM D-.ily Egyptian

~site;t'ci~n~~~"':r.''Y
618·4~3-3248
DAllfEGYPTl.i.N

~INSURANCE
All Drivers

fioto·- Home - Motorcydq
Mor.thly Payment Plans

Real Estate

Jim Simpson ln.surariccz

HOME SITES IN acreage in Unity
Point, Giant City and C"dale sdiool
district,, Wayne Qualls, 529-2612 or
529•21A2,

549---Z.189

Parts & Services
STEVE lliE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
mechanic, he makes hou,e coils, 457·
798A er rnobil~ 525-839?, ·

MOLLY GUTHREY
KNIOHT~RH>DER TRIBUNE
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Townhouses
CLEAN & niee. 2 bdrm, $t00$4B0/mc, quiet area, a/c. w/d
hookup, yr l,a,e, no pets, 529·2535.

i~:i:?n~~;j

Jf!'.iances
$550/mc, 12/ma lease, no pets,
351 ·0630 afler 5pm & weekends or Iv
mess.

·M fOR RENT in yoga liou,,,
1
ari0n litchen, non ffl'loLng,
,/:no, util ind, 457-602J.

VERY NICE 1, 2, & 3 bdrm, lum, a/c,
SIU bus, small quiet park neor cam•
r~,tii:,~-~,~~s:ef~~2~
MUST S::E TO BELIEVE! 2 bdrm trailer
. ... fo;r & West, $165/ma & upllll .. ..
................. 549-3250.................... .

CASHlcR NEEDED PART TIME, e,peri·
en<• pref•rred, BP 905 E. Mein, Af'°
FREE KITTENS, 5 weeks old, coll 985·
_ply_b_etwe_en_7_o_m_o_ndl_pm_._ _ _ 1 _64_9_5._ _ _ _ _ _ __

2 BDRM, ClfAN and quiet, nice area,
no pets, leo,e and rel rcq, $225/
mon1'i, 687-3359.

RESIDENT MANAGER, RA needed for
hou.,,g firm, u.p nece,sory, housing
a, campensation, 457·4422.

LIKE NfW, 2 bdrm, 11 ball,, c/a,

DISCOVERYTOYS, NEED$ for X·
mo,J I need people who love child·
ren/education ta ccndud home par•
fie, featuring our unique lays. Call
lore P~tersan, GM. 985·2570. Jain
by 9/29 lo r~ieve $10 arlintro kit.

~

new corpel, super insulation, no pets,

457·0609 er 549·0491,
h11p://hcme.Gfoba!Eyes.net/m00dow

Duplexes

Roommates
1BDRM DUPLEX, aosE lo SIU &
Mell, deon, quiet locofion, coll 549•
0268 & leave messaAe,

;M',\ATES NEEDED, mole/fo.
, lo share 6 bdrm house, $225/
ut,1, nice area, 615·459-5734.

1 BDRM DUi'lEX, paved, carport, slor-

--------1

oga oraa, quiet surroundings, large

yard, water t. trosh, no pets,
$275/ma, 549•7.!00 er 529-9112.
2 BDi!M UNfURN dup, pets ok, greet
locction, ava,I end ol Sept, call 457·
5631.

J/MO, mole or female, dose lo
~s, non·smoler, teilie ot A57·
1.

2 3DRM FOR rent, dose ta campus,
$280·$400/ma, tra,h and lawn care
ind, Schilling Property Management,

529-2954.

~~2it! ~~;,tM't,PT.,'." person,
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS, mcnilors, &

2 BDRM, ClEAN, furn, near rec con·
1e,·, $325/mc, rel, no pets, 457·
7639.

1

Property McnoAerS, 529·2620.

ire 2

_ _ _ _ _ _ __, 1

NEW, 2 BDRM 2.5 ball,,, between
C'dole & M'baro, NO PETS, quiet
area, $650/ma, coll 549·2291.

Sublease

Houses

·--N FEMALE NEEDED lo shore 2
" opt, $250 + I /J uhlitie1, e.den·
intetview, call 529·9528.

t~~~~;';!~~:;~~~ti;~ tl
1

549•4808, call 110 cm-4 pm).

Apartments

FAMILY HOUSE RENTAL. 43 Hillae,I
Dr, tri•le-•I, 3 bdrm, 2 bath, $900/
ma, 529-2954 or 549·0895.

lRM, FURN or unfurn, clo;e r,
pu,, mu,t be neat and dean, nc.
,tor:@
5
--------- I
Visit
The Dawg House,
the Doily E~tion's cnline

}!~!'1?~57:77~2

:.J~r~:~i~z~~...

SEVERAL HOUSES, DUPLEXES, and
apt, still availablell Bnnnio Owen
~ofA'.tyMg,nt, 816 EMcin, 529·
NICE 3 BDRM, 2 both, adjoining cam·
pus, 2 !;rcpiaces, $775/mc, 549·
8000.

'flWOOD COMMONS APTS
'.JIOS, 1 & 2 BDRM opts, a/c,
i, tennis & ba>ltetboll courts, loun•
facility, water/garbage inci, prices
, at $210, coll 4S7-2403.
i)RM APT, gcs hoot, no pets, clo,e
~rjJi.
carpeted, avail now, coll
AN & NICE, I bdrm $350•I0/ma, 2 bdrm $380-$580/ma,.
or lea1e, no pets, 529·2535.

,ss PROPERTY MGMT, 2 bdr.,, un·

., cpl, edge cl campus, con 529'/0.

FREE KITTENS, 6 w...ks old, coll 351·
0516.
FREE TO GOOD homo, adorobfe kittens, homo raised, liner lroined, goad
w/children and OOAS,_ 867-2460.

general maintenance P?Sition, C'dare

and M'baro area, good p/twcrlc, we
Irr.in, apply M·F cl_West Bus SeNice,
700 New Era Rd in C'dole, just north
of KniAhts Inn Hotel.

METROPOLIS (LEASE OR SAlEJ:
Bui:ding for prcfeuioncl. Reception
area + 5 roams an 11 lets. Pri-,ate
parlting, beside caurthou,e, 618·524·
2642 or 618-524·11171.

:.t~~:~a:;;~:!~~~jf•
usat(217) 877·8083.
Research Projf!<I Specior.,t

NEED INTERIM SPACE UNTIL SIU RE·
SEARCH PARK IS COMPLETEDl
New 15,000 ,q It office space, C'Da1e
free enterpri,e zone (lax benelitsll.
Fiber apHc on-,ite for quick internet
occe,s, quick fflO'le in pauibfe. Will
finish cut lo suit or tenant may t.ni_sh,
4S7·8194, 529·2013, Chris or Andy.

ABrnEZH~IKAMN:::onP:IT'-l'<I>Xll1Q

GET· YOUR LETTERS.
AT:

_.--Guzall's
&
CUSTOM GREEK

~Jia

SIU-APPAREL.

Are Yau Ccn~ted?
Internet Users Wonted
$500·$700(1/month
www.lutu......enterprise.net
eARTENDERS, Will TRAIN, also
bouncers 4·6 nig~ts/~k, Johnslon
City, 20 min from C'd<ile, coll 982·
9402.

:::::i!:.!1~\!,;;:

~;~s~~s.;,~.;:·:::::
· ..... Now. Hurrv. call 549·3850111 ......
C'DAlE, SMAll, QUIET, 1 bdrm
hou,e, $240/ma, 618·658·6705.
3 BDRM HOUSE, residenfiol area,
w/d, a/c. hardwood llocrs, lorge
bad: ycrd, badts up lo wDOd,,
$525/mc, 1 yr loose req, 457-4210
or 549·2833.

'JKING FOR A place ta livef

HOUSE TO SHARE, re,,t, $JOO/ma
i,lu, $300 ,ec dep, all amenities ind,
111 back yd, study, 618-985-9735.

, 2 BDRM, aE-6N. w/d, a/c,
50-$325/mc, water/trash, 1200
r,cmoker, M'boro, 684·~75.

C'DAlE AREA, NICE 3 bdrm, 2 ball,,
Iorgo, li,ing roam, & kilchen, c/c,
$500, lease, depcsit, 86;·2653.

:,;:~1•~:;:s,

SIBERIAN HUSKY MALE & miniature
· Shnou,er fernole, bath 11 yeon ofd,
need lo find a new homo, 457-6540.

ONUNE CEUULAR AGENT, work with
B.A3 lntemaficnol Communications,
1,,e. end Cognigen Networks, Inc.
Lr,aders in Wirele,s and long Dis·
!once, and Pre-paid celling cards ta

Commercial
Property

spacious lawn nice condition, Gon

bdrm opt in Ouads, cc:!I
~-6185.

NOW HIP.ING DAY servers, dri,ers

1 & 2 BDRM, BY SIU & Lagan, waler,
heat& lrashincl, 1-800-293-4407,
$195 & up, O"loil now•.

2 BDRM IN Highlander Subdivision,

AA1E ROOMMATE NEEDED lo

CLASSIFIED

BARTENDERS MAKE $100-$250 PER
NIGHT! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
CAllNOWll 1·800-981·8168
u.t.9046.

SMOl([RS EARN QtnCIC

CASH
EARN $200·$300
PcrticipaHng in ,molting re,earch.
Women &men smakeri; 18;50
years aid, who qualify and com·
plete the study, are needed ta participate in smoking re,eorch. Ouolilicaoons determined by screening
procms. Call 453-3561 today!
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mob~e mechanic. He make, hou,e calls, 457·
7984 er mobile 525-839~.

UDRM, c/c, quiet orea, I milew...t
town,

_r:.

minutes from SIU, avail

,wl Call 549·0081.
SPACOUS STUDIO, FULLY
fomi,l,eJ apartments neor cam·

fo~/iitf!.~·r::::ki~::r:.1
tra,I, removal, SIU bus stc;,, resi·

Jent mcnager resides on premises,

rnone 549-6990.

BEDROOM APTS, near SIU, lum,
'e, amp:~ parking, troJ. removal
.-:. from $475/ma, 457-4422.
"'lVELY JUST REMODELED 1 BDl!M

~~'s/::n~~~o~'4s7-t22~e, ~rem
PARTMENT FOR RENT, Murphy,·
iro, $425/mo, 687•49CO.

NICE, 5 BDRM, 3 ball, hou,e in
Mckonda, finished bo,ernent, indacr

~ ~ .0:.~rN!:~{7-iu-

4985 or 217·3S5•4~58.

PARTS STORE, SATURDAYS 9·5,

:s:~T~~::,;}~~~~~~·
6755
bile Homos,
bondale.

Giant City Rd, Car-

MODElSWANlID
Model oeorch for girl, 17 & above
for magazine print work and
promcHcns, can 812·795-0103.

Mobile Homes ·
1·2 BDRM MOBll.f hemes, $195$350/ma, waler/tro,h ind, no pets,
call 549·2J0 I.
A FfW I.EFT, 2 bdrm from $225·
$450, oet ck, Chuck's Rentals, call
529·4444.
VISIT

THE DAWG HOUSE,
THt DAILY EGYPTIAN'S ONLINE
HOUSING GUIDE, AT
http://www.doifterrtp•
fion.com/d
hoi,,e_com

OWN A COMPUTERl Put it lo world
U1> ta $25-$75/hr, part time/full fime,
ca!I 888-689-3095.
.
· PIT TIRE PERSON, u.p p;,.1, hard
work. good pay, apply or coll Neal
Tire & Aulo, 1524 Walnut St, M'Borc,
684·3621 or e-mail ca,ebeer@mid·
amer.net.

AVON REFRESENTATIVES NEEDED,

!~1oh,J:~:l:'.e'~ai9a-~866.
UOUOR STORE aERK, M'boro, 21 er
~~
Li~uar Mort

t~jN°IT,\;

~t2l

LIMO DRIVER/PERSONAL assi>lont,

duys, wee~en,h, some evenings, 604•
2365.

~E~~~~j~~~?~R.,~.~ .
between 8·4, M·F, 687-3392.
, TUOIO AND EfflC. opts, wolk to
lum, f-om $195/mo. 457•

t~2~JS,

MALIBU VIUAGE 2 & 3 bdrm, $ 200
lo $4<iil, fum, sliadt lot,, call 529·
4301 Monday· Friclay.

BDRM FURN, ju,1 remodeled, beind Ree, don't let mis one get awoyl
54&0/ma, call 457·3321.

NICE 2 BDRM, n~ remodeled,
~~t~?°£,.~~Jc1J'.• moint, on

_1

;'/ur!/::,~

.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER?
up lo $25/hour, p/1, $75/haur, 1/t,
mail order, 888·297-Jln.

. ARE YOU CONNECTEDl
internet u,ers needed
$500-$850 weelJr.· ·
www.aU•ebiLcom··•

.J!~Rocliiiiari. -~-

fflf.'~.'R'•en,ta
• •' t~s,-,: R,
i._'

[~{:?,~ff£~

~tJ~·;~~:S~~t,-l
r,:

)11·m~c:i. Lan~\;·
( 3- Bdrm',;. 1/2_ ~ath _i 1
j

~:: :/2:'.~ri~i ~~L~<!
Mu~t take house the date it
is available or don't call,

52°9:?1'.513

509 S. Ash #21
.(Studio Apartment) ·

nun ~i;wnn
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Shoot Me Now

· "Really, ahe'a got a great peraonallt;y.
Beal.des, 1.f' you don't take Sue's :tr:l.end

out, Suo vnn't go out 1'"1.tn me."

I

t j.

THE KIND OF
1-00K MOM owe·
HER WHEN 5!-tl:
APPEARED WITH
A N05E RING.

GOPINE

Mixed Media

Ha.al, 'l'OUVI: t'RUIJK
ALOTOFWl>ll:I

I
Putting People First!

Daily Crossword
ACROSS

1 Unl~ely

..

l

I'

'
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Marketing Representatives

Earn$ 10-15perhour

with our Pay far Ptrfarmanu program

APPLY NOW!

•

37Ao'.a'.lrgpa,tola
dynamo
•9A'le<alilliStime 58Tenses.llialion
38&irrowmaker
51Wnterlirie
60PartolOED
~Org.olflames 52Ushera'le'te 61 Ooze
41 T,TLffllllS"62Vaseswi:h
lnle!val
•4Jacoo'sbrolhcl SJMardact.re
bases
46Frgg'smate
631,IJ()I
56~b
48Gar<lenblooms
deode
Chaney

Monday-Friday, 8 2.m.-5 p.m.
"

• Prommion from wi1hin
• Competitive base wage
• Gre31 commissions
• Opportunity 10 work extra hours
3nd premium hours
• Paid training

•~~:t~~(t/~~J::~\~~~hifts)

E-mail: arbjobs@war.com

2311 South Illinois Avenue.
Carbondale• 351-1852

&DT..
Tel.ServlcH Cc1po1arlon

We offer:

_;

• Grear benefits package
• 100% ruirlon reimbursement up ,10 a e:ilendar year maximum
• Bminess e:isual dress on Fridays
and weekends
, Pleuc bring tw0 pirces ofiJc-ntilic.uion with

·

• )-OU when •pplying.
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lea Crawford and other members of the women's rugby football team push forward to gain control of the ball
during last season. The women's team was not scored on in their first two games but hope to keep their
winning streak on Saturday at Western Illinois_

New~ Return Donors
Find out how thousands of students have earned extra
cash. Donating plasma, you sit back in a lounge chair
and read, study, or just meet people. 60 min. later
you're up and away, cash-in-hand. $90 for 4 donations

:QCI Biologicals
301 W. Main
Mon: 9-5pm
Tucs.-Fri: 9 - 6pm
Sat: 9-3pm

529-3241

•~ere it Pays to Care."

It's tlzat time again....... .

Homecoming 2000
"Mardi Gras,
Saluki Style"
October 2-7, 2000
Application~ now available 1

-King & Queen Election
Deadline Mon. Sept 25
- Parade
Deadline Fri. Sept 22
-Yell Like Hell
Deadline Thurs. Sept 28
Applications amilable in the SPCOffice
3rd Floor of the Student Center
Or www.siu.edu/-spc
For more infomrarion,
comacr SPC at 536-3393

SIU Rugby is_ unde1Way
COLLIN RHINE

SIU MEN'S AND WOMEN'S RUGBY

DAILV EGYPTIAN

• THE SIU MEN"S ANO WOMEN'S RUGBY TEAM'S NEXT
COMPETITION IS SATURDAY AT WESTERN ILLINOIS AND THE
NEXT HOME CAME WILL BE SEPT. 23 AGAINST RIVAL

We all know what sticks and stones can do. Add SIU EA!:.TERN ILLINOIS. THE RUGBY FIELDS ARE LOCATED ON
Rugby to that list
EVERGREEN TERRACE, JUST BEYOND THE ARENA.
Most srudcnts are unaware that SIU has its very own
men and women's rugby teams and even more unaware of
the strict physical conditioning these teams undergo so
These teams consist mostly of athletes that have played
they can represent SIU.
•
other sports in the past and enjoy the thrill of competition.
The rugby teruns arc a Registered Srudent The teams employ a dedicated work ethic with practices
Organization like any other club_ The two squads compete . everyday and games on the weekend, which leaves little
against other teams around the region. Their division, the room in betw(en for jobs and studies.
Union, is made up of other area schools, including Eastern
Brian Young is the captain for the men's team and
Illinois University, Western Illinois University and Illinois explains what they expect from players.
State Universil):
"\.Ye have practice everyday fi-om 4 to 6 p.m. and try to
These area teams then compete for the best record and have guys work around their schedules, but not eve1yone
hopes of making it to the playoffs, where they represent can always make it," Young said. "We do conditioning,
their colors in the Collegiate Midwest Championship.
drills and work on plays. It keeps you in shape and keeps
Competition has already started for both the men and you competitive.
women's teams, when they battled competing schools
"We are always looking for more players and appreciate
Saturday in Carbondale. The men's team overcame Illinois any support that we get"
State, but dropped its contest to the Southside Irish, an
Though affiliated ,vith SIU, the n•gby teams are not
c,.-perienced men's club from Chicago. The women have part of the athletics program, so they are financed out of
gone unscored upon in their first two games, with a spread . their own pocket. The rugby teams collect player dues and
of 25-0 and 35-0 against Illinois State.
apply for matching funds from SIU. They also take part in
The rules of rugby may be somewhat similar to that of fund-raising events like a recent car W:JSh on Labor Day at
football. however, the differences stand out on the field.
Domino's Pizza.
In rugb), a touchdown is called a try and is worth only
Recently they have come under sponsorship from local
five points, with a kick conversion worth two_ Field goals businesses and received new jerseys from the contributions.
As far as expectations for the season, both the men and
are the same, but the equipment requirements differ enormously. Instead of helmets, shoulder pads, knee pads and women's team hope to win their Union and represent SIU
other various essentials in football; rugby has only a few in the Midwest Championship.
The next game is Saturday as the rugby teams travel to
requirements: a uniform and cleats, ,vith a mouthpiece
being optional. Now add 15 players for each team on the Western Illinois University to go to war with Union foes.
field and the mixture spells pain.
The biggest matchup will come on the following Saturday,
"Not really," claims women's team veteran Iseult Sept. 23, when they take on Eastern Illinois, continuing a
Qiirke. "People who get injured arc those who don't bitter rivalry.
understand the rules."
•Don't be intimidated come out and join the best dub
However, Quirke has endured her share of broken sport at SIU. Get in shape and have fun," Qiirke said. "SIU
bones-14 to be exact.
means carnage."

\Mlliams sisters have sights on No. 1
BILL FLEISCHMAN
KNIGHT•RJDDER TRJBUNE

NEW YORK - Following
Serena V\Tilliams' loss to Lindsay
T)avcnport in the quarterfinals, the
oethroned U.S. Open women's
champion warned that all-\1/illiams
sisters finals in Grand Slam tournaments arc inevitable. •Nobody's
going to be able to stop it," Serena
said_
While there was no all-Williams
final at this Open, a Williams was
represented. Older sister Venus
powered past Davenport on
Saturday night, 6-4, 7-5, to gain her
first Open title_
Last year, Serena was the Open
champion; this year, it's Venus. Get
used to their power tennis and their
winning smiles that light up stadi-

urns. They still haven't reached their
peak. When they arc healthy, they
will be favored to reach tournament
finals, and will win many.
Third-seeded Venus took out
top-seeded Martina Hingis in the
Open semifinals. Then it was the
second-seeded Davenport's tum to
be worn down by Venus.
Not only has Venus won more
major tournaments (two) than any
other player this year (Hingis is 0
for 2000), she has a 26-match winning streak. If she hadn't been
injured earlier in the year, Venus
would be acclaimed No. 1.
"I've always felt like the best
player," Venus_ said after beating
Davenport.
Well, not always. When the
unseeded Venus stunned the tennis
world in 1997 by marching to the

Open final, she now admits, "I didn't know what I was doing, basically."
Now, the more experienced
Venus can change strategy when she
gets off to a bad start- Down 4-1
against Davenport in the first set,
Venus realized, "I can't feed her like
this. I was just giving her the spoon,
so I had to change it up."
This is easier said than don·e.
Most top tennis players arc programmed to play a certain way.
When that way isn't working, they
are usually vulnerable.
Not
Venus.
She
broke
Davenport back on the way to winning five consecutive games and
closing out the set. The rattled
Davenport, the 1998 Open champion, double-faulted for 15-40 and
then double-clutched again.
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Gateway Football Notes
Point per turnover
In its first two games, the Youngstown State
defense has forced 10 turnover.; against Slippery
Rock and Edinboro. Over:ill, Youngstown has
only :tllowed an equal amount of points - 10
- in both games.

Saturday. SIU scored two points thanks to its
defense ori a safety :igainst Southeast .Missouri
State, _while the Panthers couldn't m!Lster any
second half offense against Boise State. The two
teams play Saturday at McAndrew Stadium.

Shaking the stadium

Nice crowd
A crowd of 24,682 witnessed the intrastate
rivalry between Northern Illinois University
and Gateway favorite Illinois State University
Saturday in DeKalb, won by Northern. The
crowd was 1,473 more than the 23,209 who
watched Northwestern and Duke play in nearby Evanston.

Slipping in the second half
Both SIU and Northern Imva's offenses
failed to score in the second half of their games

A crowd of 15,647 at Southwest .Missouri
Stlte last weekend was the third largest home
crowd in Plaster Field and SMS footb:tll history. Fans went home happy after the 48-3 Bears
rout of.Missouri Southern.

For the record
Illinois State's Jake Strader is bidding to
become the first punter in school history to
average more than 40 yards per punt in all four
years of eligibility. After no punt attempts in the
season opener'. Strader punted nine times at

Northern Illinois for an average of 40.1 yards
per attempt.

Catch this
Four of the league"t. top five receh,:rs will be
on display when SIU battles Northern Iowa
Saturday at McAndrew Stadium. Northern
Iowa's Eddie Berlin and Jake Soliday combine
with SIU's Brian Hamlett and Mark Shasteen
as four of the five leaders in receptions. Berlin
leads the league with 12 catches and 180 yards
through two games, while Hamlett (11 rec., 131
yards) and Shasteen (9 rec., 145 yards) arc second and third, respectivel}:

Running away
SIU running back Tom Koutsos, the
GatC\vay Conference Offensive Player of the
Week, leads the league in rushing with 253 total

}-ards for an average of 126.5 yards per contest.
Koutsos leads the Gateway's No. 2 rusher Western Illinois' Charles Tharp - by 69 yards.
Ko:.itsos also leads the GatC\vay in scoring with
four touchdowns.

Injuries affect Salukis
Defensive lineman Tavita Tovio suffered a
brui~ed shoulder against SEMO but should be
able to play this Saturday.
\Vide receiver Ian Skinner has a swollen
knee after a late-game fumble against SEMO.
Q1arless said he is "doubtful" for this v,eek's
game.
Offensive lineman John \\'hitehcad will
work out with the team today for the first time
since suffering a lower back injury. Qyarless will
determine his condition during this week's prac·
tices.
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Over_ 400 Stores .~a.tion~ide

·-~¥~~~tes:r~eatr~{
~ Movies witf'!,Maglc.,..;>~
visit our website .at www.kerasotes.c0111
FREE REFILL on Popcorn & Soh Diinlsl

Fox

457-s1s1 • ,
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Way of the Gun (R)
4:00 6:45 9:30
Kings of Comedy (R)
4:30 7:15 9:45
Arc of War (R)
4:15 7:00 9:40

VARSITY

Now you can too!

l{~,e,. ~
~'"":~
~O;._

457-6757:1¥'
/, .~ •.:"ii.!·1

S, llllnols Street

Enter for a chance lo win at your
local Council Travel office or ct
councihravcl.com

Nurse Betty (R)
4:00 6:45 9:30

Hollow Man (R)
9:15 Only

The Cell (R)

This trip lo Africa is provided by

4: IS 7:00 9:20
Whipped (R)
5:00 7:15
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UNIVERSITY 457-6757,.{t_:

Nut to Super Wal-Man ,/

Vitamins • MineraJs • Food Supplements
Herbs • Sports Nutrition • Diet Aids
Hair, Skin & Personal Care Products
Aromatherapy Oils • Books and More!
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Watcher (R) llTS
-1:40 7:CO 9JO
Bring Ir On (PG-13) t•TS
5: 10 7:30 9:50
What Lies Beneath (rG,13)
5:20 8:15
The Nutty Professor 2 (PG,13)
4:50 7:2i) 9:45
Space Cowboys (rG-IJ)
4:10 6:50 9:30
Autumn In New York (PG,13)
4:30 6:50 9:10
Replacements (PG,13) l>TS
4:10 6:40 9:10
Highlander Endgame (R) 1,1s
5:00 7:10 9:20

v1rgm

atlant,c

No Purchase Necessary Open to residents of U S-.
bolwoon tho ages of 18 and 35 es of 9/SJOO. Void
where prohibited. See .igency for Official Autos or go
lo councilt~vol com. Swocpst3kes ends 11Y15/'00

Did You Know?
, ...rhc D.E. rcnchcs
3?.BSB rcnc.lcr111 dnily.
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One Nutrition Plaza
Carbondale, IL 6290 I
(618) 457-8400
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"I started reading the DE as a
student in I968. After 12 years
of readership, I still use the Dail
Egyptian as agrocery shopping
guide and rely on it to fill me in
on current regional events."
Terri t-.lcNeill,
Carterville Resident

IDilDJ~,~
Gain a Customer /
for Life.
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Rugby:

Football notes:

S11..i i,J~n·,. women's reams face
Western lilinoi< Snrur<by, Eastrm
lllinni, Serr. 23 ;,s "'-1.'<>n H:m,.
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Quarless frustrated early on
Football Stats Leaders

Salukis will be
desperate for season's first
victory Saturday against
Northern Iowa
AND\' EGENl:S
0AILY EGYPTIAN

SIU football head coach Jan ~arle.;s delivered a simple and clear message during his
weekly press conference Tuesday afternoon.
A befuddled Coach Qsaid he hasn"t seen
an)1hing he likes after the first two weeks of
the ~cason.
"\Ve've lost two football games," he said. "I
don't think you salvage much w: en you lose.
:--:er much can be ~aid. We've on!} really pl:1ycd
two µolld q1urtcrs in a total of eight."
The S~lukis have lost their first two games
:.> Ob:o Valle,· Conference tearns. an ominous
'l';1}' to begin the year. SIU is •chcdulcd rn begin
(;a1eway Conference p!ay Saamby .1µainst the
Univcrsirv of Norrficm low~ :it ;\lCJ\ndrew
Stadium.'
111is Saturday·s game vc~us Northern Iowa
has become impcr::tivr., with SIU hJving Startin;; the ~cJson 0-2 and staring ahead at a date
with !Gosa, Uni\'crsity, a Division I-A opponent, who the Salukis play in two weeks,
Each S:uuki defeat has come in different
fashions.
In the' opening loss at Murray State
University, SIU committed eight turnovers
before falling 42-20. Saturday, the Salukis blew
a 31-point first half lead in a 34-33 heartbreaker to Southeast Missouri Stale.
The Salukis committed 13 penalties against
SEMO, several of which were personal fouls, as
SIU surrendered 137 penalty yards to SEl\IO.
Last season, the Salukis started 3-0 behind
a potent offensive attack that has been missing
so far this season. ~arless said he thinks the
team is not as focused as it needs to be in the
second half of games.
"I think you lose focus anytime you squan-

.JESSI: DAUAY -

DAILY EGYPTIAN

SIU head coach Jan Quarless lashes out at the officials during the third quarter of last Saturday's 34-33 loss to Southeast Missouri State.
The Salukis look to rebound this Saturday agai.ist Northern Iowa at McAndrew Stadium.
der a lead of that significance," ~arless said.
"You have to be headstrong, and I don't think
we were. You can't let something like that h::.ppen."
~arless said his own confidence level is on
shaky ground, as well as some of his players.
Senior quarterback Sherard Poteete may share
the same confidence short:ige as his coach.
In two games, Poteete has averaged 152.5
yards per game and has thrown six interceptions. That's much less than the offensive productivity Poteete is ac=tomed to, after throw-

ing for 252 yards per game in 1999.
~arless said Poteete may need to make
some mental changes to get back to where he
was a season ago.
"It's a sore shoulder, but I think it's more
than that,• ~arless said. "I think it's forgetting
about the numbers of'99 and being a football
player. And that's part of where the hang-up is
and [Poteete] and I had a lengthy discussion
a~ut that [Monday]."
Backup quarterback Kevin Kobe took most
of the practice repetitions last week, but after

Poteete told ~arles~ he was ready to play,
Coach Qclccted to start him against SE.vlO.
~arlcss remains confident that if Kobe has
to enter into game situations, he could do a
credible job.
In fact, ~arless still believes in all of his
players - something they probably need the
most at this stage of the season.
"I think sometimes I believe more in this
football team than they do themselves,"
~arless said. "So they ha\'e to develop that
confidence."

